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Every“ ing for the Countryside

EVERYTHING {m' the countryside!"—tliis is the slogan oi ull ol China's

550 millions today. Specitic attention to service to the countrysttli‘ is

given by people in every trade. lot) or prolession It is an important
part ut the strategy tor building socialism in our country worked out in

the thinking ot Mao Tse-Iung. in its policy t “taking agriculture as

thc‘ toundation and industry as the leading tactoi the Chinese Communist

Party has succeeded in determining the proper relationship between ogi-iciile
ture. light and heavy industries. with this main direction and the support
oi every part ol the nation. the peasants have overcome the ctt'c s ol

unpredictable weather, and brought in good harvests ,vcar otter year. The

increased agricultural output has in turn promoted the rapid growth ol

industry. clearing the iruy tor a continuous expansion or every set-tor ot

our national (’COanV,

in this issuc we report on the \‘al‘itlus tacets

to our or this universal support to agriculture How

trade participates is described in "Cnmmercc Sl‘l‘vus

the Countryside" (p 2), With other examples,

readers we Show how service to the peasants and herdsnicn

is becoming the purpose in litc ot China's eilglneels

9), viiitcrs

p. 20) and

and technicians (“New Approach Yields New Farm Machlncs

and artists (“Across the Grasslands with a Mobile Thcatl

medical Workers ("How 1 won the Peasanls‘ Trust", p 16],

“Everything tor the countryside” has another cqually impotlunt ellect
outside the realm of economics. it creates the conditions tor gradually
reducine and eventually cllminating the dilicrcnces between town and

country, between industry and agriculture and between mental and physical
labour.

Bciore the liberation. the Chinese peasants were so crushed by L'Yploltar
tioii that tart-n production declined steadily, Yet while the countiy do

was going bankrupt, the large cities were \indergalng an abnormal tzt'owlh
with wealth piled up among a few. The decadent lite oi extravagancc,
debauchery and the mad chase alter gold at big landlords. high otticiais

and impc ialists was in stark contrast to thc accelerating Impuvcl'lshmt‘nt
ol the peasants, who made up more than three—fourths ot the Chinese

people. Many intcllcctuals. cramped in thc‘tl' outlook by the old idea that

those who work with their brains rule others, those who work with their

hands are ruled by others", could not distinguish one farm crop trom antithcr

and seldom liitcd a linger in labour. In varying degrees they looked down

on physical work and the labuuring people, while the latter were deprived
ot any opportunity for education. At that time methods oi tat-mine were

extremely backward, so that its productivity lagged tar behind that or

industry,

Such diitei-cnccs were the inevitable product at the old society and

they grow sharper and sharpcr as time went on. in l'cvnlutiuna' Cliiiia,
these legacies ot the old society must be diminished step by step and totally

done away with it we are to completely tree the lOi’CCa oi production,
thoroughly wipe out the old inequalities and acliicvc the real treedoni and

happiness or man.

SINCE the l|lJCl‘all0n, With the growth of agriculture, the formerly back—

ward Chinese countryside has changed greatly. The life uI [he pea nts

has vastly improved, and the differences belwi‘cn town and cuunll. and

between industry and agriculture are constantly narrowing clown. With

culture and education. science and technology being purposctullv brought
to the countryside, the peasants' cultural level and scientific knoulerlge are

steadily rising. Graduallv the difference between mental and physwal ldbuui'

is being reduced as intEllcctuals learn to become lntt‘llcctualdvol’kcis and

manual labourers learn to become worker-intellectuals Both the workrslutly
systom in C(lucallun and the system by which workers are at the same

time ial’mei's help to lessen tht‘ differences between mental and phySical
labour. bt‘lwcon town and C(iuntl‘v and betwecn workers and peasants

In this wuVi the policv of "everything for lht‘ countryside" is pushing
all spheres of Work in Chlna~industry. agriculture. culturt‘ and education
—‘c]hEE|(l “'illi giant strides

—_’———

EDIIORIAL BOARD: chino Chungrhwa, Chairman: Tang Mlng'Chuo. Cheri Hoiiseiig. visechntimeu; Cheri lotion ti lehrzhuon: wti virtutsuuo. wt. virtnhg
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BETTER service to the country—
side is the emphasis in all

fields of work in China today. This

is also true oi commerce.

The basic tasks of China's com—

merce are to advance the econ—

omy and to guarantee supply.
The most important Way to ad—

vance the economy is by pro—

moting production. To guarantee
supply means to provide for the

needs of industiy and agriculture
and of the urban and rural popula—
tion. Only an advanced economy
can guarantee supply.

Regarding their jobs as Work for

the revolution, commercial person—

nel take an active interest in pro—

duction. seek out and fill its needs.

At the same time, they do every—

thing they can to make it con—

venient for the communes and

their members to sell their produce
and buy what is needed so that

most of their time can be devoted

to production, The commercial

units also see to it that the con—

sumers’ interests are taken care of.

thus contributing to the gradual

improvement of the standard of

living.

Why Serve Agriculture?

Serving the countryside has al-

ways been one of the main aims

of China’s commerce because agri-
culture is the starting point for the

development of the entire national

economy. Its progress promotes
the growth of industry. It supplies

grain and non—staple foodstuffs for

industrial workers and other City-
dwellers and provides raw mate-

rials lor industry. Agriculture also

helps accumulate capital for nae

tional construction, both indirectly
through supplying raw materials

The staff of the Shihpanycn Supply and

Marketing Co-op in Hanan province trking
goods to the peasants. 1mg MOKL-lifl
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for light industry, which is an im-

portant source of capital accumula-

tion, and, more directly, through
the small agricultural tax paid by
the communes. In addition, it

provides a vast market for industry.

To look at the matter from the

other side, an advancing industry
provides more means for the tech—

nical transformation of agriculture
imore farm machinery, chemical

fertilizers and insecticides to aug-
ment the productive forces and

speed the modernization which will

fully solve the country’s food

problem. More and cheaper con—

sumers’ goods from industry also

helps improve the rural standard
of living. The cities and the fac-

tory and mining areas provide a

vast market for agriculture. Thus,
while agriculture is the starting
point. industry (and particularly
heavy industry) is the leading
factor for the development of the

national economy. This is the gen—
eral policy for China‘s economy.

Under the socialist system this

economic relationship of inter-

dependence, interplay and mutual

stimulation between agriculture
and industry, and between all

sectors of the economy, operates
to a very large extent through the

circulation and exchange of com—

modities. Here the commercial or—

ganizations serve as the bridge or

go-between. Therefore. it is only
by firmly making service to agri-
culture their chief work, and by
doing it well, that the commercial

organizations can contribute to—

ward the advance of China’s so-

cialist economy.

Trade for Self-reliance

Socialist production and com-

merce are fundamentally different

from what they are in a capitalist
Society. The ultimate aim of devel-

oping production under socialism
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is to improve the life of the entire

people, not to make a profit. The

cyclic phenomena of capitalist so—

ciety. such as overproduction and

decline in domestic trade, do not

exist; there is never a need to

ruthlessly exploit the working [3904

ple at home or seek markets

abroad by plunder and aggression.
The very nature of the socialist

system determines that we do not.
and need not, expand beyond our

borders. When we engage in for»

eign trade. we take some products
from the home market in a planned
way solely in order to obtain cer»

tain things needed in our socialist

construction. or to assist friendly
countries in developing their in—

dependent economies. In a word,
in building socialism, we rely on

the masses of the people and the

domestic market to carry out ac»

cumulation, consumption and ex-

panded reproduction. Because of

this and because the main domestic

market is in the countryside, the

correct development of rural trade

Wu Chun-chan
A "store on camel back" visils herdsmen in a winter pasture in sinkians.

is fundamental to building up a

socialist economy through self-

reliance,

The emphasis on rural commerce

also has great political significance.
It promotes the further develop-
ment and consolidation of the

worker»peasant alliance, helps to

build a new, modernized country—
side and creates conditions for the

gradual elimination of the dif»

ferences between industry and

agriculture. between town and

country. and between physical and

mental labour.

Serving Production

The primary task of rural com-

mercial organizations is to promote
in every way agricultural produc—
tion and the collective economy of

the people’s communes. This lays
the groundwork for expanding the

circulation and exchange of com—

modities, and for guaranteed sup-

HO WEI is an economist,



Ply of goods for both production
and consumption. Actual service

is given in scores of ways: by
making all kinds of means of pro-

duction available. helping the com-

munes and their teams to organize
sideline production offering tech—

ni al guidance in grading and

processing of farm produce. help-
ing to popularize good strains of

seed and breeds of animals, help-
ing to pass on advanced production
techniques, and organizing mutual

financial assistance and technical

exchange between the communes.

Many commercial workers have

(lone such an outstanding job along
these lines that the communes refer

to them as "our good advisers".

"our good suppliers" or "our good
managers".

The commercial organizations"
work of purchasing farm and side-

line products, in addition to pro»

curing raw and other materials for

construction and industry. which

improves the life of the people in

tho cities, has a direct relation to

developing farm production. help-

ing the communes accumulate

funds and raising the income of

every commune member. By or-

ganizing production, purchasing
and marketing in a planned way.
the commercial organizations link

the producers on the farm with the

buyers in the cities. factories and

mining areas. In the other facet

of their work, the commercial or

ganizations make every effort to

provide the countryside with a

complete line of goods of standard

quality, in ample quantity, and at

low prices. Much attention is given
to selecting products that meet

peasant needs and tastes. Com-

mercial workers have established

close ties with their customers,
take every opportunity to find out

what they require and collect sug—

gestions for passing on to the

manufacturers.

State, Collective, Individual

The purchase of farm produce
is carried out according to a policy
of unified planning and over—all

arrangement with due attention to

Bambi-p Inskels. scoops. sllk\\unn trays and mat: iur use in [arm and side-
iint- production hEillg shipped to the countryside in (making province.

the needs of all the parties con—

cerned. The interests of the state.
the collective and the individual

are placed in thc correct relation—

ship, Town and country, industry
and agriculture, good years and

bad years. at as with good harvests

and those with poor ones. the needs

of domestic and those of foreign
trade are all taken into considera»

tion, This policy guarantees the

demands of both the cities and the

countryside, thus promoting both

the development of industry, par—

ticularly heavy industry, and of

agriculture. Areas with good
harvests are urged to sell more to

the state to guarantee food for peo—

ple in areas with poor harvests

resulting from natural conditions.

This encourages the storing up of

grain and other farm produce for

use during bad years and guaran<

tees normal production and life in

such periods. The policy enables

all three parties, the state, the col—

lective and individual commune

members to increase their store of

grain and materiel.

Wimr] cnnmrmn

Wmm \‘VHi-hsueli
A representative or the Chaiketa Supply and Marketing Co-np
purchases coca-ms, the produce irom one of the idclines

which the co-op helped the peasants start many years ago.

Prices are fixed by the state at

levels that promote the steady
development of farm production
and, on that basis, guarantee a rise

in the incomes of commune mem—

bers. Prices are not regulated
automatically by supply and de-

mand. The price differential be-

tween industrial goods and agri4
cultural products is adjusted in a

controlled and systematic way ac-

cording to the actual state of in-

dustrial development and the re»

quirements for planned high-
speed and proportionate develop-
ment of the economy. This serves

to narrow the gap between the

standards of living of workers and

peasants. Since its founding the

People’s Government has made

great efforts in this respect. and

obtained noteworthy results. By
1964 the difference between the

prices of industrial goods and agrie
cultural products had been cut

down by 34 per cent. as compared
with 1950.

Supply and Marketing Co-ops

The supply and marketing c0—

operatives, which exist in almost

every rural community. are the

main form of commercial organiza-
tion and the base of operation for

China‘s socialist commerce in the

countryside. But in a ]and as vast

as ours, where people live in scat—
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tered communities, it is not enough
to rely only on the supply and

marketing co-ops to handle trad»

ing; the initiative of the masses is

also needed. One new method in

this respect is for production bri-

gades and the larger production
teams to appoint one or more of

their members to act as village
purchasing or distribution agents
for the co-op. These agents work

under leadership from the local

supply and marketing co-op and

are generally active during slack

seasons or after their days pro-

duction duties are over.

The staffs of the rural supply
and marketing co-ops also make

the rounds of the villages. With

handcarts, carrying»poles or bas»

kets on their backs, they go right
to the production teams or the

homes of the peasants to sell their

goods and purchase farm produce.
This makes it unnecessary for the

peasants to take time out from pro-
duction. Recently city commercial

departments have also sent teams

of administrative personnel, shop
managers and shop assistants to

tour the countryside with the rural

commercial workers. They are

Often joined by representatives
from factories, bookshops and

health centres. making up a multi-

purpose service unit. In some

places, trade fairs to facilitate pur-

Tam] Vun-le’ti
An autumn harvest trade fair run by
the commercial urginizallon in the

lawn oi Chiangchen near shanghai.

chasing and marketing are or—

ganized by provincial or local com-

mercial departments. These all

operate under the unified leader-—

ship and planning of the state.

The members of the staff of the

supply and marketing co-op in the

Huangshantien People’s Commune

in Fangshan county near Peking
have won the affection and praise
of the local peasants for the way

they have for years been going into

the mountains with baskets on

their backs to bring goods right to

the home, taking the initiative in

serving production and taking
thoughtful care of the peasants‘

everyday needs. They are called

the “pack stores”. Another varia-

tion is the “carrying—pole store"

such as the one operated by the

Chaiketa Supply and Marketing
Co-op in Shansi province, (See

"Serving the Mountain People" on

11- 5-)

Last year commercial organiza
tions throughout the country
launched a movement for compare

ing with, learning from, catching
up with, helping and surpassing
each other in the spirit of the “pack
stores'K As a result of it. many

trading units and staff members

have already been commended for

their spirit of “commerce for the

revolution".



Warm Hsmngruun
The “clrryingvpole store" on ils way to a remote part of the Chaiketa Mmmllne.

Lin Jungsheng (left). Communist Party secrelary in the Chaiketn Supply
and Marketing Caron, displays goods he has brought to n mountlln villnle.

Wnny wan-usuan

Serving tli

Mounta' People

A
SUPPLY and marketing c0»

operative that is being cited

for the excellent way it serves the

mountain people is located in the

Chaiketa People's Commune in

southern Shansi province. It does

much more than merely supply
means of production and consum»

ers' goods to the peasants and

purchase their farm products.
which is the regular function of

such co-ops. Its workers take

every possible initiative to help
the commune promote its agricul—
tural and sideline production. In

this way the co—op helps to

strengthen the collective economy
and increase the peasants income.

Before the liberation the tree-

less mountains of Chaiketa used

to be one of the poorest places in

the province. The only people
who would live there were those

who had no future elsewhere had

been ruined by usurious landlords
or had fled from famine in nearby
provinces. Eighty per cent of the

area's 1,700 households had come

there for such reasons. The peas»
ants were too poor to have draught
animals In an area stretching
roughly 35 kilometres from east to

west and 20 km. from north to

south. there were only one lean

horse, one mule and a few hundred

oxen. Most of the peasants had to

pull the ploughs and push the

millstones themselves. And since

—“

LI PEI-YING works for the Shznsi

e Federatiun of supply and

ng Cnuneralives.
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there was little animal manure to

apply to the fields. the yield of

grain was less than 100 jin per mu.

Today Chaiketa is a different

place. The valleys and the moun-

tain slopes are covered with fruit

trees and forests for timberi One

can see grazing herds of well-fed

cattle and horses. In the 1964

autumn harvest. half the area‘s

production brigades achieved

yields higher than 400 jin per mu.

and they all do a thriving business

in sideline production. While this

transformation has been brought
about by the peasants’ tireless col—

lective labour, credit must also go
to the Chaiketa Supply and Mar—

keting Co—op.

Its predecessor was a consumers’

co—op established in the war—time

year 1943, when the area was an

antieJapanese base led by the

Chinese Communist Party. In re-

sponse to the Party's call to "get
organized and develop production".
the peasants formed mutual-aid

teams for farming and the cone

sumers‘ co-op [or purchasing what

they needed. As director of the

latter they elected Liu Jung-sheng.
who had come there after being
ruined by a usurious landlord

In those years. with the single
carrying-pole which was the co-

op's initial equipment. its staff of

three repeatedly filtered through
the enemy blockade to bring back

salt, matches. cloth and raw cot-

ton from the Japanese—occupied
areas for both the local people and

the troops.
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Chu Tzu—yau (Tight) irum the oa—op‘s stuff shows Wang Wen-Much

hers of a. production team how to use a new insecticide.

The peasants at that time had no

subsidiary occupations. To im~

prove their income. the Co—op

helped them to develop sidelines

such as spinning and weaving, a

dye shop. a bean-noodle factory,
and blacksmith’s and carpenter's

shops. Ever since then the coop

staff has carried on this good tradi—

tion of doing whatever they can to

promote production and servc the

people.

Going in for Stockbreeding

After the establishment of the

Central People’s Government in

1949. the peasants decided to

develop stockbreeding as the first

step to raising agricultural produc—
tion. Members of the co-op staff

began to go with the peasants on

trips to other parts of the country
to purchase draught animals for

their mutual—aid teams. The stock

was paid for partly out of govern-

ment loans and partly with money
earned from the sidelines. In six

years the animal buyers made 18

trips to Honan and Shensi prov-

inces. Inner Mongolia and Sin-

kiang. covering 30.000 km. They
bought 700 draught animals which

became the basis for local stock-

breeding.

From 1951 on. the co-op pur-

chased only animals for breeding
purposes and encouraged the peas-
ants to increase their stock mainly
in this way rather than through

purchases. None of the peasants.

however, wanted to take charge of

mating the animals. work which

they looked down upon, Co—op
director Liu Jungvsheng himself

undertook the task. and under his

influence others followed. By 1956

Chaiketa had become a seller in-

stead of a buyer of draught ania

mals. To date 2,700 head have

been sold and present stock num»

bers over 2.500 head. or 1.4 per

household. The Chaiketa corn—

mune. which was formed in 1958.

has become one of the province’s

leading centres for breeding

draught animals. Plentiful manure

has also brought the commune a

big increase in grain production.

In 1956-57. when the local Corn»

munist Party committee asked the

co-op to help the peasants develop

forestry and fruit-growing as an-

other source of income. the staff

worked with the county forestry
department in making a survey of

the soil and water resources of

Chaiketa's 30 mountains. They

purchased large quantities of seeds

and saplings for timber trees. and

20.000 fruit tree saplings. When-

ever they made such purchases

they got the growers to teach them

methods of cultivation and graft—

ing to pass on to the peasants at

home.

Wealth in the Wilds

Several other lines of subsidiary
production grew out of the wild



plants in the mountains which the

peasants began to tap in 1956. A

survey group was formed with
workers from the supply and mar-

keting co—op. leaders of the agri-
cultural producers‘ cooperatives.
experienced peasants and members

of county medical departments.
They found that 120 kinds were

usable. including oil-bearing plants.
medicinal herbs and bushes whose

twigs could be woven into baskets.
The co-op put samples on display
and taught the peasants how to

collect and process them. It con—

tracted to purchase these products
from the agricultural co-ops and

sought outlets for them with out-

side buyers.

Today the commune has over a

dozen sidelines. They account for

about half its total income.

Wherever it can. the co-op sug~

gests ways to increase regular
farm production Once. during a

time when fertilizer was badly
needed. a member of its staff noted

that goat droppings were being left

by the wayside. The co-op pro»

posed that the goatherds and

schoolchildren be organized to col~

lect them. The co-op bought them
for sale to production teams. thus

increasing the amount of fertilizer
and affording the goatherds and

families with many children a

chance to increase their incomes,

The mountains once were over—

run with pheasants and chipmunks
which ate large amounts of the

growing grain, In 1963 the supply
and marketing co-op decided to

purchase these in order to encour—

age hunting by the peasants. In

the beginning some of the co—op
workers were afraid that they in

turn could not find buyers. and

would bear a loss. Then they made

a careful calculation. Each chip—
munk and pheasant was known to

eat about 2.5 kilograms of grain a

year. If 20000 were killed annual-

ly, it would mean a saving of 50

tons of grain. This would be well

worth the cost of purchasing the

game. Later the co—op found that

it could sell the feathers, skins and

animal fat. Hunting teams that it

organized and supplied with guns
and shot began to go out after the

game. Today Chaiketa is no longer
troubled by great numbers of these

birds and animals.

The Friendly Co-op Man

Chaiketa‘s families live in some

300 mountain hamlets linked by
narrow footpaths, so that going to

the co~op centre or branch stores

means quite a trip. To make life

more convenient for the peasants,
all the co—op workers. including
the director and Liu Jung—sheng,
who is now secretary of its Com»

munist Party group, do their stint

at visiting the mountain villages
with the most—needed goods. On
the same trip, they purchase the
sidelines products. They have all
become experts at climbing steep
mountain paths with heavy loads

hanging from their 'houlder—poles.

Through these visits the co—op
staff has built up close friendship
with the mountain people. They
even know when a family is going

Sheep and catlle graze in the once-barren mountain area of Cnaiketa.

to have a wedding and when a

woman is going to have a baby,
and bring to the door what is re-

quired for the occasion. If the

peasants are busy in the fields

when a co—op worker comes to buy
their produce. they simply give
him the keys to their homes and

tell him where to find what they
have for sale. On the other hand.

when they see that the co—op

worker has too much to do or an

extra-heavy load. they step for—

ward to give him a hand.

All—round development of pro—

duction has given the Chaiketa

peasants great confidence in the

future opened to their region
through collective economy. Many
who had moved to the foothills or

plains have now returned. As one

said. “In the old days, we used to

look up at the mountains with a

worried expression, but now we

see treasures everywhere.”

With rise in peasant purchasing
power. the co»op’s volume of busi—

ness has increased to more than

400.000 yuan a year. It has 1.000

kinds of goods for sale, yet still

cannot meet all the peasants”
demands. Last year’s sales of

180,000 yuan average out to 103

yuan per family. Along with the

thermos flasks and cotton and

woollen blankets which have for

several years been common in

many mountain households. now

even expensive items such as sew—

ing machines can be seen.

i jin 0.5 kg, or 1.1 lb.
1 mu:D.06 hectare or 0.16 acre

Wang Hxim-wryun

New Farm

THE countryside is the front line,
the institute is the rear.”

“Everything for increased farm

production.“

These watchwords guide the ac»

tions of technicians at the Chinese

Research Institute for Farm

Mechanization.

Starting in the second half of

1964, our institute has sent more

than 100 scientists and technicians

on a planned basis to different

farming regions where they join in

commune production and do re-

search and design on farm ma-

chinery. So far they have made or

improved over 80 kinds of farm

implements and machines. I was

in a team with three other tech—

nicians who, like myself, had only

recently graduated, and an en—

gineer. In March of last year we

went down to the Nanliu produc-
tion brigade of Nanfan commune

in southern Shansi province.

Contradiction to be Solved

Hilly Nanliu was once the most

impoverished village in Chiang—
hsien county. Since the forming
of the people‘s commune in 1958,
the peasants had wrought tremen—

dous changes, turning ravines into

farm land and hillsides into neat

terraces. In this way they had

YUEH SHU-HSUEH, aged 27. works

3| the Chinese Research Institute for Farm

Meehanintion.
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New Approach Yields

Machines

YUEH SHU-HSUEH

gained bigger grain and cotton

harvests from their land. The

Nanliu brigade now faced the con-

tradiction between their desire to

raise per-unit yields still higher
and the backwardness of their

farming equipment. Most of the

work was still done by hand and

there was not enough manpower

to do it well. The practical
solution was to introduce semi-

mechanization, that is, gradually
replace manual labour with simple

machinery and pave the way for

complete mechanization later on.

Our task was to help. What was

done at Nanliu would also serve as

a guide for the stage»by—stage
mechanization of similar hilly
regions.

We lived in the peasants~ homes,
took our food from the same pots,

and worked alongside them on the

land. We were soon asked by the

brigade leaders to assist in guiding
production and the improvement
of farming practices. This gave
us ample opportunities to acquire
first-hand knowledge of farming
and to find out what the peasants

thought and what thEy wanted.

When we arrived, preparations
were being made for sowing cot-

ton. In the past the seed had been

placed in furrows made by animal—

drawn ploughs, seed and manure

fertilizer being spread by hand. As

a result, the seed was not distribut—

A serious discussion on how tn irn-

Drove the wheat seeder with team leader

Chang Lai-yi (left) and veteran peas-

ant Chang Chili-an (third tram 12ft).

ed evenly. Often the depth of the

furrows varied and seeds sown too

deep down would not sprout. The

fertilizer was sifted so that it

would not weigh the cotton shoots

down. But much of it was blown

away if there was a strong wind

at sowing time. For these reasons

there were always gaps in the

rows. We decided to design a cot—

ton planter that would solve these

problems.

Theory and Practice

The theories of farm machinery

design were in our heads. But how

to apply them to actual producA
tion? What were the character—

istics of cotton—growing at Nanliu

and what kind of planter was best

suited for local conditions? We

knew we could get the answers

only from the people, So we asked

brigade Party secretary Chou

Ming—shan, the workers of the

Nanfan Farm Machinery Workshop
who would build the machine, and

also three experienced peasants to

join us on the project, They made

suggestions eagerly. With their

help we did a first drawing, taking
the locally—popular manual drill

for sowing wheat and maize as a

model. We divided the square hop—
per into two sections, one for seed,
the other for fertilizer. The wheels

of the animal—drawn planter set in

motion chains which revolved a



gear wheel which in turn led seed
and fertilizer through two tubes
into the soil. It was designed to

apply 300 to 500 jin of fertilizer
and 18 to 20 jin of seed pcr mu.

proportions recommended by the

peasants.

When the first planter was built.
we asked well-known farmers to

test it. They pointed out several

shortcomings: it was too clumsy.
the handles were too low for a tall
man. In particular. the planter
gave a fixed distance between rows

whereas it should be possible to

vary the distance—wider rows

for irrigated fields to give plenty
of room for the larger plants with

their numerous bolls. narrower for

dry fields on the plains and nar—

rower still Ior the hillside ter-

races. We made changes accord-

ing to these suggestions. Then we

held a demonstration for leading
members of all five production
teams. They were pleased to see

rows of equal depth and the seed
and fertilizer distributed evenly.
Some there and then threw away
the seed-guiding tubes used in
hand sowing.

The brigade had eight of the

planters made but when they were

used on cotton fields over large
areas. some peasants got worried

because they could not see the seed

and fertilizer which. after being
dropped, were automatically cover-

ed by earth. During a break Chu

Shan»tien. the engineer in our

group. took the planter to the path
beside the field, lifted up the tubes
and over and over again showed
how the Seed and fertilizer fell. He

explained patiently until all were

convinced. Then each of us went

to a production team and checked
the sowing, inspecting every row

of the 864 mu of cotton fields. The

peasants saw what had been done
and were satisfied. With the plant»
ers. sowing was finished in five

days. seven days less than pr6-

viously, Immediately afterwards
rain fell. Within a few days, the
fields were green carpets.

“Never has Nanliu had such fine
cotton shoots!" commented the

pleased peasants.

This success showed us the cor—

rect way to go about our mission.

Some members at the Nanliu prnductinn brigade spray insecticide on the gI'DWing cotton.

Wong ”slang-yum

We understood fully for the first

time how important it was to live

and work with the peasants. We

cooperated closely with them and

when designing a new implement
we always went for advice to the

experienced farmers who were to

be found in every production team.

Last May when the brigade’s
1.270 mu of wheat promised a

particularly fine harvest. the peas-

ants had a new worry. “How are

we going to finish the threshing in

good time?” one said. “It took us

six weeks last year. but we Won’t

be able to do it in two months this

year.” At Nanliu the wheat har-

vest always clashed with the need

for cultivation in the cotton fields.

Both jobs called for many hands

and the threshing had to make

way. Since rain was frequent in

the summer, the wheat could easily
be spoiled if it was not threshed in

time.

Making a Winnower

We helped the brigade draw up

a plan to mechanize the reaping,

threshing and winnowing. This

received the hearty support of the

peasants who saw how the planter
had speeded up work for them.

The brigade bought one medium—

sized and five smaller threshers of

simple construction. The provin—
cial bureau of farm machinery sent

over two horse-drawn harvesters,
A machine for winnowing was

needed. but the brigade’s funds

were limited and purchase was not

possible. We decided to make one

ourselves. There were only seven

days until the wheat harvesting
began and we asked the deputy-
leader of the brigade if the village
had ever had a winnower in the

past. He took us to a cave used

as a storeroom where we found the

wooden frame of an old winnower
which had belonged to a rich land—

lord before the liberation. It could
be converted into a workable
machine by adding a conveyor and

adapting it so that it could be
driven by electric power. When
we suggested this to Party saw

retary Chou, he was enthusiastic.

We carriEd the winnower frame
to the Nanfan Farm Machinery
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Workshop. I too moved over there

and we began work. From steel

scrap the welders made a frame to

support the conveyor. The car»

pentcrs made a wooden—bladed fan

and the brigade bought a conveyor
belt for 30 yuan. The electrically»
powered winnower was completed
within a week and brought back

before harvesting began.

“Why, isn’t this the old win-

ncwcr from our village?" the peas—

ants exclaimed in pleased surprise
at the sight of the converted

equipment. It could winnow 6,000
jm (three tons) of wheat an hour.

With the aid of this and the other

machines. Nanliu finished harvest—

ing in two weeks. Not only was

there no loss, there was actually
time for the grain to be threshed a

second time and this brought in an

additional 30.000 jin of Wheat! In

the past this grain had been lost.

Toward the end of harvesting,
the commune management com-

mittee organized a successful dem—

onstration of mechanized harvest»

ing at Nanliu. inviting the brigade

Party secretaries and production
leaders to watch. The aim was to

stimulate interest and encourage

people to think in terms of

mechanization.

Later we designed more ma-

chines. To improve wheat sowing
we built a horse—drawn five-row

seed drill for ordinary fields and

a three»row drill for the small hill—

side plots. Kao Kuang-chun. leader

of the No. 5 production team, drag—
ged thc three»row drill round in a

circle and exclaimed in delight:
“Isn't this wonderful! Machines

even on hillsides. I can already
see a big harvest next year.” Last

August. all 1.300 mu of Nanliu's

wheat fields were sown with new—

type drills. Altogether, 300 of the

drills were distributed in Chiang—
hsien county, We also designed a

simple earth tamper and a clod

crusher. which greatly saved

labour in the reclaiming of gullies
and the levelling of fields.

Life’s Aim. Seen More Clearly

After we had been with the

peasants for several months, we

developed a deep affection for

them, and they for us. We often
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visited their homes, asking advice

on farm work and listening to

them compare their life today with

that before the liberation. We be—

came Nanliu people ourselves and,
like the commune members, our

main concern was how the crops

were coming along.

Last year rust appeared in the

wheat fields and fungicides had to

be applied immediately. The five

of us and two young people from

the village formed a team and got
the brigade‘s 45 sprayers into

working order in quick time. Then

we showed the peasants how to

use them to the best advantage.
After 20 days of continuous effort,
we finally brought the rust under

control.

Before the wheat harvest we

helped the villagers to relocate

1.000 metres of high—tension and

1.500 metres of low—tension power

lines. This was done to meet the

growing demand for electricity as

a result of increased mechaniza—

tion, and the new locations fit in

with Nanliu’s long-range plan for

laying out a new village. The

power network was also extended

to No. 5 team on a hillside a con-

siderable distance away. We later

converted the hand-operated equip»
ment in the flour mill and the

bean noodle and beancurd work—

shops to electric power.

We helped the brigade to form

a mechanics’ group, and set up a

night school where we taught the

educated young people such sub-

jects as simple mechanics, mechan—

ical drawing, the proper use and

care of farm machines and imple—
ments. and basic knowledge about

rural electrification.

Close to a year’s stay in the

countryside broadened our outlook

and also made us better revolu<

tionaries and better technicians.

Speaking about what we have

gained. Chu Shan—tien said: "When
we did our work at our desks. it

took us at least one year. some»

times four or five, to finally decide

on a model for a farm machine,
And we used to think there was

no other way! What a difference

when we feel the urgency of the

need for machines just as the peas»
ants do and understand the actual

Kt) Hst7t»tehThe machine speeds up

threshing of the wheat.

Pleasant interlude while helping cum»

mung members install a water pump.

conditions under which they have

to be used. This three-way co»

operation of technicians, workers

and peasants is the best way for

both producing good machines and

training capable technicians.” As

for us four recent college grad-

uates. this time in the countryside
not only pointed the way for our

research in the future but, more

important, made us see more clear»

ly the aim which we have set our-

selves in life—to serve whole—

heartedly our country‘s 500 mil-

lion peasants and contribute all we

can to the modernization of China’s

socialist agriculture.
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Battle to close the gap.

Land Wrested from the Sea

AN
ancient legend tells how the

daughter of the Sun god was

drowned in the Eastern Sea and

became the bird named the Ching
Weir In revenge she spent all her

days carrying twigs and pebbles
from the Western Mountains with

her beak and dropping them into

the sea, trying to fill it up, Her

name has become a synonym for

persistence

Once man’s hope of filling in the

sea or moving a mountain could

only be realized in the realm of

fairy tales. But today this can be

done. One of the places where it

has happened is Jaoping county
in south China's Kwangtung prov~
ince. Chiefly by their own muscle

power, in ten months its commune

members hewed rocks from the

mountainsides and built a seven-

kilometre-long dyke along the

coast in order to drain the land

inside for cultivation,

Jaoping county has always had

a large population but little land.

Yet receding tides revealed a vast

‘

SBA TAN, who Is on the SI!" or the

Central Newsreel nut Documennry mm

Studio. was editor at a film on the building
or the Jlovinl county dyke
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Hstn Ylno “The dyke breached.

coastal shelf high in phosphorous
content from decayed shells and

seaweed, and therefore extremely
fertile The people had often

wanted to reclaim these tidelands

for farming. Before the liberation,
returned overseas Chinese had

financed several such projects,
These called for dykes connecting
Chingshan Island, three kilometres

away, with the shore on both sides

of the bay, in order to drain the

land inside. But every attempt
had been foiled by the high waves

and deep sea. As a local folk song
went:

Oh. the water around Chingshan,
Half of it is tears.

In 1958 the peasants along the

coast united in a collective effort

and finally built a dyke to enclose

Chingshan bay and, following that,
another one up the coast. Then

they decided to use their collective

strength to build a still longer
and larger dyke to enclose the

bay where the Huangkang Canal

empties into the sea.

Work Begins

In 1961 the three communes

which were involved in the project

We'll build it up again!” Hsin Yint?

SHA TAN

began to accumulate capital for it

by going into sideline production:

fruit»growing, pig-raising, fishing,
salt extraction, and refining of

sugar from their own cane. In

three years they set aside 600,000

yuan for explosives, iron rods and

other things needed for building
the dyke.

Work began in March 1964 with

three thousand commune members

joining in. The dyke’s two sections

were to stretch out from the shore

on the eastern and western sides

of the hay. As the dyke grew, the

rocks and sand were carried out

along it on shoulder-poles, or

transported by boats of the fishing
teams when the latter were in port.

Two fishing communes up the

coast sent 60 junks and their crews

to help

The plan called for 310,000 cubic

metres of stone, but it was estimat-

ed that local stonecutters would

need two years to quarry that
much. The directing committee
therefore mobilized the commune

members to solve the problem to—

gether. Many people were so eager
to help that they contributed stone
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Commune members carrying earth in dump Into the an, thn Ying

that they had stored up for build-

ing their own homes Some were

organized to learn to quarry, An—

other group went to the mountains

and brought back rocks, some of

them weighing as much as 500 jin.
The women, old men and children

gathered small stones and broken

bricks, which also helped. All these

efforts cut the stonecutters’ quota
down to one quarter of the original
demand.

At first when rocks and baskets

of sand were dumped into the sea,

it seemed as though they were be—

ing poured into the mouth of an

insatiable beast. But the knowl—

Edge that through their joint
efforts, thousands upon thousands

of loads would finally be dumped
and take effect, kept the people

going. They found that in some

places they had to dump in 600

cubic metres of material in order

to build one metre of the length
of the dyke. An emulation cam—

paign for fast loading and unload—

ing and transport started by boat—

men raised efficiency so much that

380 junks were able to accomplish
the task originally planned for 700.

The Dyke Sinks

As the peasants waged their

battle against the sea they gradual-
ly learned to organize their work

according to the tide. While it was

Ebbing or rising they loaded the

boats, and then during the two

hours of full tide when the sea
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was calmest, all hands turned to

transporting and dumping the

materials.

After six months, a high hill

near the coast had been half
levelled and the two sections of
the dyke were approaching each

other. At this stretch of the dyke
the water was seven metres deep
and the current swift, and the mud

on the bottom also extended down
seven metres The barrier began
to sink from its own weight. After
a typhoon, its bottom was four
metres down in the mud. Many
people began to fear that even if

they could get it finished, it would

not hold.

The directing committee or—

ganized a discussion among those

who knew the ways of the sea.

Their unanimous opinion was that

what had happened was natural,
because the communes had not

had machinery to dredge away the

soft bottom. But they thought that

eventually the dyke would push
down through the mud and come

to rest on the solid ocean floor.
All they had to do was keep build-

ing up the places that sank. When~

ever they discovered a section of
the dyke that had sunk, the com-

mune members would fill it up the
same day. Some spots were re—

paired more than twenty times,
From this they learned to improve
their way of building: to lay a

more solid foundation of sand and

stone before piling on sand and

earth to increase the height of the

First harvest on land reclaimed from the sea. Lut Sunrhsimj

dyke. At last, the great dyke rose

majestically out of the sea.

Besting the Tide

The most dangerous operation
was the joining of the two ends.

As the gap narrowed, the tides

rushed in with greater force In

one great assault on January 15,

1965, the builders massed hundreds

of junks and the manpower to load

them. With the smaller craft on

the inside of the dyke and the

larger ones on the sea side. the

fishermen skilfully manoeuvred

the boats one after another through
the rolling current and past the

gap, where the contents were

dumped. After six hours the open-

ing was closed. Then locks were

opened at ebb tide to drain off the

sea water and expose to the sun—

light land that had been sub-

merged for centuries.

From the Tanghsi Reservoir 30

km. away in the mountains, the

commune members channelled in

fresh water to wash away the salt.

They levelled the 5,000 mu of new

land and laid out orderly fields.

The first crop of rice #in autumn

1965—yielded an average of 450

jin per mu, with records as high
as 1,000 jz'n per mu in some places.

Ripening in the fields, glowing
golden against the blue of the sea

and bounded by the great white

wall. the rich harvest was vivid

proof that members of the people‘s
communes can transform nature

with their own hands and open a

new way of life for themselves.
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Chinese Silk Embroideries

‘HINESE silk embroidel'ies are of

many types. Four of the leading
styles take their name from places
that have made them famous: the

city of Sooehow and the provinces

of Hun-an, Szechuan and Kwangtung.
In all of these the satin stitch is one

of the basic stitches.

Thc embroidery is used to decorate

clothing and household articles and

on theatrical costumes. Screens, Wall

hangings and other furnishings are

very often embellished with it. Tradi-

tional subjects for patterns include

flowers, fish. insects, animals, lande

scapes and scenes or figures taken

from paintings. Now large portraits
of revolutionaries and scenes taken

from the new socialist life in China

have been added.

Soochow embroidery is made in the

area around the city of Soochow on

the lower Yangtze River. An old

saying has it that, in this locality,
~~Every household raises silkworms,

every family embroiders".

This style of embroidery was de—

Veloped from the famous work done

by the Ku family during the Ming

dynasty (1368—1644). They were par-

ticularly famous for their reproduc-
tions in sllk of paintings of the

dynasties ol Sung (9604279) and

Yuan (127971368), These had a lus-

Cal End butterfly — Snochow.
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trous sheen. and sums people even

preferred them to the ori nals.

Exquisite in workmanship and

delicate in colouring, Soochow em-

broidery is done with very fine silk.

frequently with only a single fila—

ment. A great variety of stitches,

totalling altogether over 50. are used.

and more than 300 colours. Often

100 colours will be used in a single

large embroidery.

There are two kinds of Souchuw

embroidery. One features allover

patterns. a highly decorative effect

being achieved through a variety of

stitches. The other seeks to make a

faithful likeness of paintings. The

result in fact is often hardly dis—

tinguishablc from the real thing. The

effect is achieved through the careful

selection of colour, and needlework

of such evenness and uniformity that

the separate stitches are not seen.

Hnnan embroidery comes mainly
from Changsha, capital of that px'ov-

ince. It was developed towards the

Cnd of the 19th centuly on the basis

of folk embroidery and assimilated

both the many stitches of the Soo-

chow style and the intense colour

contrasts of the Kwangtung style.
It excels in the use of natural colours

and is famous for its flowers. birds.

animals and landscapes.

A hundred birds- greet the phoenix— Hui-tan.

Szenhu'an embroidery devcloped

during the Tang dynasty (618»907).

Chengtu, the provincial capital, is

the centre for distributing the raw

materials and collecting the finished

work from embl‘oiderers in the

villages.

Although this style employs the

same techniques as that of Somehow.

the workmanship has a folk quality
all its own. There is also a special

way of working the figures in a

satiny, flat surface achieved by

making short horizontal stitches over

a base of longer vertical ones, This

creates an effect of simplicity but is

actually capable of much variation.

Szechuan embroidery is popular for

purses, aprons and other articles of

everyday use because it takes less

time to do, but is still beautiful to

look at,

The Kwangtung stylc also has a

long tradition. Unlike the others.

most of the embl'nidel‘el‘s are men.

Already in the Tang dynasty indi»

viduals were famous [or their work

in this style. Its special features are

the use of thick soft silk and ine

genious employment of novelty
threads for special effects. These are

often made ir-om gold. peacock
feathers oi' horsetail hair wound with

silk. The figures are sometimes com-

posed of several layers of stitching
to create an effect of low rclicf.

Once much prized for wedding

gowns. it is now used mainly for

women's dress-up tunics. wall hang.

ings. pillowcases and other decor-a-

tive furnishings,
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How

I Won

the

Peasants”

Trust

YU WEI-HAN

The nuthur examining a young patient.

Want! Huang-Mm

THE long cold winter in north

China is the season when

Keshan disease occurs. Named

from the county in Heilungkiang
province where it was first dis—

covered, this malady affects the

heart muscle and its cause is not

yet known. In acute cases the

patient suffers great discomfort of

the heart, nausea and vomiting,
coldness of the arms and legs, and

dizziness—and dies within a few

hours. As a doctor, I have worked

for long periods in the countryside
every year since 1953 as part of

the concentrated cooperative effort

to wipe out this disease.

I was an intellectual who was

born, educated and had always
worked in the city, so I had some

misgivings about going to work in

the rural areas One night during
a heavy snowstorm in 1954. I got

my first emergency case of Keshan

disease in a Tehtu county village.
She was a woman named Tung
Feng-lan, As soon as we arrived,
her husband said, “Good! Chairman

Mao has sent us doctors, She’ll be

saved now!" And one of the neigh-
bours added, “If anything happens
to Feng—lan, who will look after

the family? It will have to break

up." The responsibility weighed
heavily on me, {or behind this

worried question lay an urgent
appeal for help against the whole

menace of Keshan disease in the

area.

“Why didn’t you call us earlier?"

I asked.

“In the old society,” the husband

answered, “we were so poor for

years on end that we‘re afraid of

becoming poor again. We’ve only
just begun to live better since the

liberation. Who would think of

spending money to call a doctor

for every little thing?”

When I prepared an injection,
the woman objected. “My disease

can‘t be cured,” she said. “An in—

jection is a waste of money.” When

we explained that by government

regulations the treatment of acute

YU Win-HAN is held at the Keshan

Dlselse Research Seclton o! nuhln

Medial Cullen.

cases of Keshan disease was free,
she replied, “You’re fooling me.

How can one be treated without

paying for it?”

I realized then that medicine in

the old society had had nothing to

do with the poor, the working peo-

ple. With 72 hours of care, we

finally succeeded in pulling her

through. Overjoyed, her husband

told us, “You have no idea how

bad it was here before. In the

winter of 1938, some 400 people
died of Keshan disease in the town

of Lungchen alone. Poor people
didn’t even have money to buy
coffins and had to put their dead
in wooden boxes. No one of us can

forget the field at the edge of town,
white with those boxes of our dead.
In some families everybody died.
There were whole villages where

nobody survived. The Japanese in-

vaders and the rich people didn’t

get sick and they didn’t care

whether we lived or died— except
that when one of us died, they
would come to cut out the heart

and study it!”

Truly, exploitation and oppres—
sion were written in blood and

tears on every page of the family
histories of peasants in the old so—

ciety! Whenever the peasants

speak of the past, they speak with

hate; when they talk of the new so—

ciety, it is always with a deep love.

I, who had never felt the lash of

misery, began to see that without

thoroughly understanding the old

exploitation and oppression I could

never understand either the peas—
ants or the Chinese revolution.

I was slowly getting to know and

understand the peasants. A city
intellectual, I made up my mind to
do my full share to improve med—

ical care in the countryside and
to serve these people to the best
of my abilities.

It was not easy to carry out this
resolve. Bourgeois ideas of personal
recognition and advancement held
me back. On my first trip to the

countryside in 1953, although I
knew that the Party organization
of Harbin Medical College trusted
me and had given me an important

CHINA Remus-slivers

The doctor talks with an old peasant.

job, I had my own little calcula»

tions. As a specialist in diseases

of the blood vessels of the heart,
I planned to make the most of this

opportunity to collect first-hand

data to see if this Keshan disease

was really worth my time and ef—

fort to study. But I did not get
much data out of my first four

months in the villages Therefore,
in the winter of 1954 when the

Party asked me to go to the coun4

tryside again, I hesitated I was

afraid that once I put my feet into

this “bottomless pit” I would never

be able to get out of it again.
Wouldn’t my youth be wasted?

Wouldn’t it prevent my advance-

ment. I asked myself.

The head of the provincial
health department, discussing it

with me, sensed how I felt and said

quietly, “The need of the masses

is the starting point of every—

thing we do. Keshan disease is now

a serious menace to the peasants

and it cuts down their labour force

in agriculture. We must eliminate

it. and this will take the best in

each of us. It’s also an important
research subject for our country.“

Probably so, I thought. But

would I be able to stand the poor

Working conditions and the hard

life of the countryside? Who could

guarantee that I would not contract

the disease myself if I stayed long

enough‘.7 There were no Chinese or

foreign books on Keshan disease.

How could I get any results

without books to refer to? I

wavered.
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Lt Ten-As:

I told the president of our col»

lege, “The work of on-the-spot in—

vestigations can be closed for the

time being. I think that we should

do more experiments in the labora~

tory and more study of the pub-
lished materials in the library.” Ac—

tually, studies of Keshan disease

in the field had only just begun.
There was scarcely anything on

the subject in the library, let alone

enough data for laboratory work.

But I was finally persuaded and

went out to the Tehtu county rural

areas again that winter. The head

of the province saw me off with

these words: “The Party is deter-

mined to wipe out Keshan disease.

What we need is to learn Doctor

Bethune’s spirit of complete free—

dom from selfishness.W I thought:
how many people can be like Dr.

Bethune? But after I had been in

the countryside for some time the

many unselfish deeds of the peo—

ple smashed my old ideas.

That winter a father and his

small son became acutely ill with

Keshan disease. They were alone

and the neighbours took care of

them. While I was worrying that

the death of one would affect the

other. a neighbour said, “Let me

take the child into my home." Sur-

prised, I said to him. “But he

might die.” His answer was

simply, “Death may come to any

family. The important thing now

is to try and save them.”

The neighbours divided them—

selves into two groups, one to look

after the father and the other the

boy. They cared for them with

Dr. Yu (Tight) working in a commune. wmm Huaml'llcn

such gentle and loving warmth!

In spite of all our efforts, however,
the two died and the neighbours
buried them with as much sorrow

as if they had been members of

their own families.

About this time, we were called

in the night to treat the wife of

Chang Chin, a former poor peasant
about 30 kilometres away. But it

was too late. When I reached the

house, his wife had already died.

Controlling his grief, Chang said,

“I thank you just the same for

coming. Take the body, doctor.

use it to find out all you can about

the disease as soon as possible so

that others can be saved."

The extraordinary actions of

these peasants moved me and I

began to learn from them. More

and more I saw in them what had

been told to me about Dr. Bethune.

Their selfless spirit spurred me on

and I began to reject personal con—

siderations and set my heart on

staying in the countryside to com-

bat this fatal scourge.

Keeping to My Post

As our work progressed we set

up observation points and research

bases in this and other rural areas.

‘Dr. Norman Bethune was a Canadian

surgeon who came to work in China's

Liberated Areas during the Chinese people‘s
War of Resistance Agmnst Japanese Ag-

gression. He was deeply loved and r57

spected for his spirit of sacrifice, his en-

thusiasm for work and his sense of respon-

sibility to the people. He died in

November 1939 0! septicaCmia contracted

while operating on a wounded soldier.

Chairman Mao Tse-tung's article, “In

Memory of Norman Eethunc", is known

and studied all over China.
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following the leadership of the

Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party which had es«

tablished the Office of the Leading
Group for the Prevention and

Treatment of Endemic Diseases in

North China. A research section

and a laboratory were also set up

in Harbin Medical College.

In 1960, 700 Harbin teachers and

medical students, together with

the people of Keshan county,
started a great health campaign
centred around the prevention of

Keshan disease. Everywhere we

went we saw a tremendous im»

provement in hygienic conditions,

In the last two years the incidence

of the disease has been lower in

Keshan than in other counties

nearby.

During the past 13 years I have

gone with specialists in Keshan

disease from other parts of the

country into the rural areas,

making electrocardiograph exami-

nations and treating patients. We

have accumulated a mass of data

from our observations. tried out

preventive measures in certain lo-

cali’ties, obtained a better knowl~

edge of the disease and become

more determined to wipe it out. We

have worked out criteria for di-

agnosis and a plan for treatment.

Our work in the rural areas

made me realize that Keshan dis—

ease was not some minor disease I

"might study", but a major threat

to great numbers of peasants

directly affecting agricultural de-

velopment. I read in foreign pub—
lications that a similar myocardial
disease plagues some African and

Latin American countries and came

to feel that my work not only con-

cerned China's socialist construc-

tion but was related to the health
of other parts of the world. I began
to have a greater love for my

specialized field and became happy
in the countryside working on it

Every New Year's Day and Spring
Festival, comrades try to persuade
me to go home for a family
reunion But the greatest number

of cases occur at this time. I stay
at my post

Motive: The People’s Trust

Life with the peasants brought
a change in my thinking and atti-
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tudes. When I first came to the

countryside the peasants and I had

nothing to say to each other, I

was not interested in what they
talked about, and they did not

understand what I said. Sanitary
conditions in the villages were in»

ferior to those of the city. I would

rather walk a fair number of kilo-

metres to the township office on

the pretext of attending a meeting
and sleep in a cold room there

than to sleep on the warm brick

beds of the peasants My attitude

towards work was wrong. I ration—

alized: “Coming to these villages
to combat the disease is really

‘taking an active part in labour’,
and a ‘superior kind’ of labour at

that" I used to boil half a pail of

water just to wash a shirt, without

ever carrying the water or collect-

ing the firewood I used. Though
occasionally I did a bit of hoeing
in the fields, I thought it not at all

worthwhile for me to put time into

farm labour.

But constant living and working
in close contact with the peasants

gave us a common language and I

gradually began to like the life

of the countryside As time went

on I could eat what the peasants
ate and readily accept their hospi-

tality when they asked me to stay

overnight, sleeping with their

children in their bedding on a

crowded brick bed. I was happy
to cut firewood, collect manure and

carry water with them, I learned

many things about rural life and

conditions which my books could

never have told me, and this in

turn helped expand my knowledge
of how to prevent and treat the

disease.

The peasants’ love for the coun<

try made a deep impression on me

One rainy day in August 1960 I

helped with the wheat harvest of

a production team in Keshan

county. That evening in the home

of a commune member I heard a

boy ask his mother. “Now that we

have so much wheat. will we grind
some for ourselves?”

“Oh no," his mother replied,
“not ourselves first. First we'll

send the wheat to the worker un-

cles in the cities, they are making
tractors for us.”

Now if there is spring drought,
autumn waterlogging or early

frost, I too worry about the crops.

When I see carts of grain going to

town after I have helped in the

harvest, I feel as happy as if I

were taking grain to the people’s
government myself, Gone is my

feeling of having nothing to talk

about with the peasants, My in—

terests have changed too. 1 dance

the yangko with the peasants and

sing folk songs at their parties.
The peasants no longer look on me

as "a special character".

Living in the countryside has

given me a deep love for the peas-

ants. I feel that we are one and

sharing the same life. When for-

mer poor peasant housewife Wang
Shan-chen was struck with Keshan

disease, we worked 36 hours to

save her. As her pulse finally
began to grow strong and regular

again I felt as if it were my own

heart beating,

One winter night Li Shu-chen,
who was pregnant, fell gravely ill

With the disease. Just as she was

recovering after our emergency

treatment, I found blood in her

urine, a sign that she was going to

give birth. I knew that the danger
was great for a patient with acute

Keshan disease. A young doctor

asked, “Shall we try to save the

mother or the baby?" I tried to be

calm and said, “We must save the

mother, but we won’t give up the

baby either.” Actually I was not

sure, but we all did our best and

Li Shu-chen bore a fine soul The

mother’s quilt was too light. It is

very cold after midnight in north

China. I covered her with my fur

coat and felt warm at the change
in myself

Now older peasants call me

“brother”, the youngsters call me

“uncle”, the cadres call me “Old

Yu” and many peasants call me

“our professor".

“Our"! What an affectionate
way to be called! There is no

greater happiness than being
trusted by the people,
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Industry Briefs

High-precision External Grinder

SHANGHAI has just manufac-

tured a high—precision uni-

versal external grinder. This semi—

automatic machine is used to

produce a mirror‘like surface on

high-precision shafts and other

parts used in the aircraft and

machine—building industries. It can

produce a fourteenth—grade surface

finish, the highest achieved in the

world.

The machine creates so little

vibration that while it is in opera—

tion a cup filled to the brim with

water placed on the worktable

Will not spill. This is the first

such machine to be designed and

built by Chinese workers and tech~

nicians and completely with Chi—

nese materials.

Sensitive Microhalance

microbalance accurate to one—

millionth (131,000,000) of a

gram will soon be available to

scientific laboratories for measur-

ing the mass of matter. The prod—
uct of :1 Shanghai factory, it will

also be used by the National

Bureau of Weights and Measures

to determine standard weights of

first»class precision.

In a recent demonstration, the

weight of a piece of paper with no

writing was compared with that of

an identical piece on which two

characters were written The ink

was shown to weigh 0.0075 mil-

ligram. So accurate is the balance

that when the paper was placed on

it while the ink was still wet, it

i'Egistaed a heavier Weight than

when the writing had dried.

Tires with Steel Cords

RUBBER tires with cords of

steel wire have gone into pro—

duction in Shanghai after three

years of test use have proved them

Superior to those with the usual

cording of cotton, rayon or nylon.
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The wire has greater strength and

heat resistance than the fibre

cords, and tires made with it have

a stronger carcass, more carrying

capacity, greater durability. and

can take more retreading, They
usher in a new era for China’s

rubber tire industry.

Lightweight Passenger Train

A silver—grey streamlined light-
weight train is now in trial

operation between Shanghai and

Hangchow. Its coaches are made

with a shell of an aluminium alloy

to which plastic plates are attached

on the inside. The weight of such

a coach is less than half that of

an ordinary one. The ten—coach

train starts quickly and can travel

140 kilometres an hour, 40 km.

faster than other passenger trains

of comparable length. It is design-
ed with a low centre of gravity
which makes for smoother riding
and is equipped with thermostat—

ically—controlled air-conditioning
equipment and reclining swivel

chairs. It was designed and built

in China

il
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A highrvrecision semiautomatic universal external

grinder mode by the shanghai Machine '1‘qu Plunti

The ultrlrsensilive mlornbalannei Photos by sta Tim-ting
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Across the Grasslands

with a Mobile Theatre

EDITOR’S NOTE: Ulrm mudm'

means “red (revolutionary) cultural

troupe" in Mongolian. Groups of

touring performers bearing this name

brighten the lives of the herdsmen

of Inner Mongolia by bringing them

socialist culture and entertainment.

The ulna muchir have become a na-

tional example of how performing
artists should serve the working peo—

ple. (See Cultural Notes in the August
1965 issue of China Reconstntcts.)
Below. our staff writer describes the

work of the titan muchir of Shulune

huhe Banner (county) in the Silingol

grasslands. with which he toured for

a month last summer.

AVING set out from the com—

mune centre where the ulan

muchir had last been, I had to

spend two days on horseback

searching for it. I finally caught
up with it deep in the sand dune

area in the northeastern part of

the banner. Its members, seated

atop their stage properties piled
on a cart drawn by four horses,
were rolling toward a herdsmen‘s

production team, There were five

men and five women of Mongolian
nationality. mostly young. with the

suntanned faces, ready laughter.
and big hands that mark the work-

ing people of the grasslands.

Dashi. the versatile actor who

heads the troupe. told me that they
would make an arc-shaped circuit

in a southeasterly direction. cover-

ing the summer pastures of four

people‘s communes. Then they
would head southward to the ban-

ner centre where 16 communes

would celebrate a good year of

animal-raising at the annual

Nadam fair.

I joined them on the cart. It

bumped along over the grassy

slopes. occasionally creeping up a

sand dune or pushing through thick

tamarisk brush taller than a man.

We often had to jump down and

help push. With the scorching sun

overhead and the desert sand ra—
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Pushing the cart over a sand llune.

diating heat beneath. it was like

walking in a furnace. But in winter,
the troupe members told me. the

temperature would reach 30" C.

below zero. and then they had to

shovel a path through the snow or

carry part of their luggage on

shoulder-poles so as to lessen the

burden on the horses. In such

weather. they divided into smaller

groups to give shows inside the

yurt homes or in the sheep shel-

ters.

THE FIRST performance I saw

was at a production team of

the Herstei commune. Riders set

out at daybreak to spread the news

of our arrival to members out with
the herds. As the sun reached the

top of the dunes, our audience

began to arrive. the younger people
on horseback and the older ones in

cxcarts.

We set up a loudspeaker beside

our cart and switched on our tran—

sistor radio so that the gathering
crowd could listen to the news and

cultural programmes from Peking
and the regional capital. Huhehot.

The troupe members often utilized

this time to open a “mobile li—

brary" displaying the works of

CHEN CHUNG-HSIEN
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Chairman Mao Tse-tung. novels
and stories with revolutionary
themes, and books and magazines
on scientific methods of animal

breeding. Rows of posters would
also be hung around a felt yurt.
These pictures. charts and enlarged
photos help to popularize informa—
tion on hygiene. introduce new

ideas in production. and tell the

people about developments in the

world struggle against US. im—

perialism.

By ten o‘clock about a hundred
people had gathered and seated

themselves in a semicircle, The
stretch of grass in front of them
became the stage and the blue sky
with its white clouds. the back—

drop. Dressed in brightly—coloured
Mongolian robes. the members of

the troupe, led by Dashi carrying
a big red banner. entered in pro-

cession from behind a yurt.

A happy stir ran through the
audience when it was announcgd
that first there would be “The
Heroic Horse-drover". a storyte11_
ing number in the Mongolian style,
Five performers. each with a mu»

sical instrument. sat in a row facing
the spectators. Young Djamsu,
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playing a big four—stringed fiddle,
began to sing. In a deep resonant

voice, he told the tale of old

Nasang who saved the commune‘s

horses one stormy night at the risk

of his life The quickening beat of

the yang chin (a stringed instru—

ment played with small bamboo

hammers) and the rapid tempo of

the sun hsien (a three<stringed
plucked instrument) suggested the

gathering snowstorm; the thrum—

ming of the four—stringed fiddles,
the roar of the north wind. Djamsu
was now thoroughly immersed in

his tale. When he sang, “On his

horse the old man flew like an

arrow over the rugged mountains

and deep ravines, . . .” in his ex—

citement he “rode" his stool so

hard that it moved forward, The

fascinated audience hung on his

every word. Not until the chorus

sang, “With his loop-pole waving
in the wind, Old Nasang drove his

horses back to the commune,” did

they relax with a sigh of relief.

This was followed by “High Tide

in Production”, a comic dialogue.
Renching, a thin woman, took the

centre of the stage with Cherensu,
a plump girl. The contrast in the

figures of the two was comical in

itself. Then the two friends eagerly
started trying to tell each other

about the new prosperity in

their respective communes. When

Cherensu uttered a sentence,

Renching repeated it even more

fervidly. Cherensu, thinking her

friend was making fun of her, be—

came furious. The misunderstand—

ing was finally cleared up when

both discovered that both com-

munes, through collective efforts,
had increased their herds despite
a spring drought that was bad for

the pastures. The dialogue, which

drew peals of laughter from the

audience, was a good reflection of

the effervescent spirit on the

grasslands today.

Next a group of dancers, portray—

ing herdsmen with rifles on their

backs and whips in their hands,
came “riding” into the performing
area. They aptly captured the

movements of a mounted militia on

patrol, determined to safeguard
their commune from any enemy of

socialism. Djamsu and Cherensu,

Who had just shown such dramatic

talent, were now impressing the

audience as good dancers.
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When they had finished, the

troupe loader Dashi, wearing a big
false nose held high in the air and

a ridiculously tall hat, strode out,

posing as the president of the

United States. He arrogantly or-

dered his planes to bomb north

Vietnam, and an acrobatic “battle”

began. One after another, dancers

representing planes “flew” out,
but, shot down by the Vietnamese

people, turned somersaults in mid—

air and plummeted headlong to

the ground. The loud laughter and

applause proved that the skit was

a success.

Since this was the midsummer

when the herds could be left graz—

ing for long hours by themselves,
the performance went on for nearly
three hours. Altogether some thirty
short numbers were given, Every
member of the troupe took part in

several acts, showing great versa-

tility.

Most of the numbers in the

troupe’s repertoire were their own

creations or those of other ulan

muchir. Through traditional forms

with which the audience are fa—

miliar, the performers express the

new life in the grasslands and the

way the most advanced herdsmen

feel. In this way their art urges the

herdsmen forward on the socialist

road. The story of “The Heroic

Horse-drover”, for instance, is ex—

tremely populari Some herdsmen

told me that for them old Nasang
has become an example for service

to their own communes.

N THE GRASSLANDS we of-

ten spent the better part of

a day travelling from one produc-
tion team to another, arriving at

our destination in the evening. The

herdsmen and their families would

rush out of their yurts to welcome

us, exclaiming 0r! Or! (Come in!)
Their yurts were small, but each

family insisted on being host to

one or two of us. We became mem-

bers of the family. After sipping a

few bowls of hot milky tea, we

would go out into the twilight with

our hosts to help them milk the

cows, pile up the cow dung and

drive the sheep into the pen.

One evening an old woman came

up to watch some of our members

as they milked. “All fine children!”

she said to me, nodding her head.

“They work with us all year

round, milking, shearing, deliver-

ing the lambs, making hay, digging
wells—whatever we have to do

they do too. They even go out with

us to bring back the herds in a

snowstorm, help repair the pens

and shovel away the knee-deep
snow so that our animals can get
at the grass.”

Late in the evening when the

work with the stock was finished,
we would help the herdsmen get
supper, carry in drinking water,

mind the children. At such times

we had good talks with the herds—

men, covering everything from

their family and commune affairs

to current international events.

After supper the host would serve

milky tea or bring out a big jar
of koumiss, the traditional liquor
made from fermented milk, and we

would continue talking far into the

night. This constant living and

working together with the herds—

men and sharing what they feel

enables the members of the troupe

to enrich their performances with

fresh material from the people’s
lives.

RAVELLING with the troupe, I

soon made friends with its

members. Even Orchir, a taciturn

man of 36 who plays the sun hsien,

eventually told me his story one

evening when we slept in the same

yurt. It was near midnight but our

two hostesses, an elderly woman

(Continued on p. 24)

Helping the herdsmen with the shearing.
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Performances in the Pasturelnds

The mob-12 library always attracts a crnwd‘
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and her daughter»in-law, were so

enthralled by the “voices from

Peking” coming over our transistor
radio that we had stayed up late
to let them hear more. As the
women were listening, Orchir told
me that he had worked for a big
herd-owner before the liberation.
At the age of seventeen, unwilling
to stand for any more beatings
from his master, he left his mother
and fled to a guerrilla area where
he became a cavalryman in the

Communist—led Eighth Route

Army. He had learned to play the
san hsien in the army and after
the liberation had joined a theatri»
cal group in Huhehot. Later he

joined the alert muchir, deciding
that this was the kind of cultural
work he wanted most to do. The

hardships of his past life had left
him with a chronic stomach com—

plaint which often made him un—

comfortable, but, he told me,
“When I see how much the herds»
men love our performances, I

forget my own troubles."

I found that the members had
come to this troupe through com-

munes, schools or other theatrical

groups, and that most of them were

the children of poor herdsmen.
Like the herdsmen, they hate the

oppression of the past and love
their new life, and realize most

deeply how their people, now freed
from bondage, thirst for a new so-

cialist culture.

No matter how tired they are,
the troupe members are always
ready to perform. One day we had

just given a show for a team of
the Herstei commune and were on

the way to visit another when we

came across a unit of herdsmen at
militia drill. We stopped and gave
them a two—hour show right there

under the hot noonday sun. During
that same week we went to the
Altai production team, in a remote

eastern pasture belonging to the

Sanggindalai commune. As the
show drew to an end we saw an

oxcart rumbling up the road. In it
was old Norov with his wife and
their five grandchildren— too late.

Especially for them, the troupe
continued its show another hour,
until sunset With Gongchog from
the troupe, I escorted the family
to their oxcart. The crimson glow
of the evening sun illuminated the
smiles on the old couple's wrinkled
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faces. Old Norov seemed to be

searching for words to express his

thanks. He hesitated a moment and

finally said, “We never dreamed

we could be so happy in our old

age!"

5 OUR ROUTE turned toward

the south, one evening we

stayed at the Bayangsuleg produc-
tion team, the home of Yangjinsu,
a girl of 18 and the youngest
member of our company The peo-

ple in this part of the grasslands
are particularly fond of singing, so,
in addition to the regular perform-
ance, the troupe gave a concert

of new folk songs through the

loudspeaker. As the people went

about their household chores in the

dark of the evening, every yurt
home was filled with the clear

soaring melodies, singing of the

beautiful scenery of the grassland,
the prosperity of the communes

and the herdsmen’s gratitude to
the Communist Party.

I dropped in on Yangjinsu‘s
fatherl The old cowherd was listen—

ing attentively with eyes closed
and legs crossed, and his hands in

the position of playing the tradi—

tional Mongolian horse—headed fid-

dle. He told me that before the

ulan muchir were formed in 1957,
the people in this area had never

seen a performance by profes—
sionals. “Now my Yangjinsu is a

member of the ulan muchir, and

her eldest sister operates a motion

picture projector in the banner

centre," he said. ”The folks say
they‘re an honour to our produc—
tion team."

Some new voices were heard

over the loudspeaker. I walked
back to the microphone and found

that some of the women of the

team had joined in. A great many
of the herding people sing and
dance well, The ulan muchir often

helps them to form amateur com—

panies and teaches them new mu—

sical and dramatic numbers. I met

some of these amateurs at the
Nadam fair, which was our next

stop after Bayangsuleg.

The fair was held in a flag-
decked open field outside the

county town. In addition to per—
formances by our ulan muchz‘r and

troupes from outside, there were

horse racing, wrestling, basketball
matches and track—and—field com—

petitions For the duration of the

ten»day celebration the members

from various communes brought
their yurts and set them up near

the fairgrounds. During the

daytime we went to these camps
to perform. Whenever we came,
the herdsmen immediately en-

circled us and the amateurs, from

60—year-old players of the horse-

head fiddle to teenage folk—singers,
came to make music with us. In

addition, the members of our

troupe helped groups from five

communes rehearse more than

twenty new and old numbers

which were performed at the fair.

Our ulan muchir gave three

evening performances, each to an

audience of more than a thousand.

Sitting in the crowd, I keenly felt
the interflow of emotion between

the spectators and performers. I
noticed this particularly on the

night Duggeima presented a new

bowl dance, “Koumiss for Chair—

man Mao”. On the rough stage
made from squares of freshly—dug
sod, she danced gracefully with six

bowls on her head. But when she

came to the whirling turns, her

boot caught in some grass roots.

She nearly dropped the bowls.
Some members of the audience,
forgetting themselves, called out,
“Never mind! Don’t get excited!”

When she finished, the applause
was louder than usual, and she had
to give an encore.

For the farewell performance
the crowd was extraordinarily
large. Hardly had the show begun
when huge dark clouds gathered on

the horizon and a strong wind blew

up. Obviously a rainstorm was

coming, but no one left Big drops
began to fall but the spectators sat

motionless and the show went on

as if nothing had happened. The

storm soon wore itself out and re—

treated silently without disturbing
the relation between performers
and audience which has been

welded through life and labour.

CHINA RECONSTBUC'I‘S

View of the town ccnlre and river.

YENAN
is a simple word that

stands for a great deal in China

today. And other languages too

are learning its new meaning as

more and more people come to

visit it and study its history, These

days a constant flow of visitors

from five continentsiEurope,
Africa. Asia. Australasia. Latin

America, Canada and even the

U.S.A.irnake the comfortable

plane-hop of about an hour from

Shens s modern capital. Sian.

Below you the plains stream away
in a great flood—tide of hand—

tended crops, golden and green and

bi onzc in the morning sunlight, till

the far hills on either horizon surge

up and meet in the tumbling bile

lows of the loess plateau. The bus-

i'oute winds up though those hills.

a good eight hours of jerky
journeying, past the grave mound

of an ancient emperor.

But now a soft-voiced Chinese

air hostess brings round sweets.

drinksl magazines, fruit and again
sweetsfiand you are there! Be—

fore the next day’s return flight
there is just time to visit Yenan’s

most historic places. to feast your

eyes on the panorama of rugged
towering hills rising into the sky
like huge crop-crested waves, to

RUTH LAKE is a New Zealander who

recently vm ed Yenan.
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taste the pure cool air and sleep
a night under blanket or quilt two

thousand feet above the moist heat

of the plains.

Yenan and Sian have been

linked lrom the time when Sian

was Changan, the most flourishing
capital of early dynasties. and

Yenan guarded its defences to the

north. Now they are linked as

never before. From 1936—37 it was

Sian that became a gateway to

Yenan. with thousands of young

people from all over China making
their way up via the ancient cape

ital, dodging Kuomintang check-

points to join the new revolu—

tionary forces. For after the tl'lum‘

phant ending of the Long March

in October 1935 it was finally in

Yenan that the stoeled and tested

30.000 Red Army men and the

Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party. under Chairman
Mao Tse»tung’s tried leadership.
became the nucleus of the new

motive force in China. Relying on

the Will of the people. this small

potent force exploded into a na-

tionwide upsurge that by 1949 had

swept out Japanese imperialists
and U.S.~backed reactionaries, It

is this recent history that people
from all over the world come to

visualize in Yenan todayethe
history of armed struggle that grew

hora LAKE ;

Ll Yi-Iang

into a mighty creative force for

peaceful production.

Millet Plus Rifles

The policies hammered out there

are what Yenan symbolizes today.
A visit to the museum makes lhis

even clearer. The long light simple

cneestoieyod building is set in a

flower—planted park not far down

the main street from the flower-

planted courtyards of our hotel.

The street seems narrow between

the towering hills behind. lined

with modest wooden shop fronts

painted bright indigo7 dull red.

green or brown. but opening often

on the same gay consumer goods
we are used to in Peking.

A visit to the museum is like an—

other quick plane flight over rev-

olutionary history. making its con-

tours and details stand out in vivid

relief. Here are the straw sandals

and the clumsy printing press from

the Long March. Here is the clear

call from the Wayaopao Conference

in 1935 [or a “broad revolutionary
national united front" so resolutely
realized; here are the simple facts

that by 1945 nineteen revolu-

tionary bases had been set up from

north to south, while by 1943

twenty Kuomintang leaders and

fiftyveight Kuomintang generals
had gone over to the Japanese.
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Here is the record of military cam»

paigns against Japanese and then

Kuomintang. whose three lines of

encirclement and blockade had

failed to strangle the liberating
forces. A millet roll and rifle re-

call Chairman Mao’s famous pre—

dlction: ”We have only millet plus
rifles to rely on, but history will

finally prove that our millet plus
rifles is more powerful than Chiang
Kai-shek’s aeroplanes plus tanks."

The long grey cloth sausage roll of

Shensi’s grain, slung over the

shoulder, sustained the stoutest

hearts, Here are the stories of

Party congresses and the forward»

looking leadership that planned for

a protracted struggle, developing
guerrilla and tunnel warfare with

ingenious home~made weapons in

the enemy‘s rear. helping the peas—
ants to struggle for rent reduction

and better conditions, training
cadres, guiding cultural and educa—

tional work. correcting mistaken

trends within the Party—which
by 1945 had grown to 1,210.00()
members. Here are photos of well—

known Party leaders that under—

line the atmosphere of those dif-

ficult inspiring days. Twenty to

thirty years younger. they wear

the well—worn clothes that lasted

a good three years in all condi-

tions: and their faces are often

serious. intent. grave-eyed, without

the smooth serenity so typical of

today's new youth of achievement.

Production Campaigns

Here is the new-style epic of

the 194144 production campaigns

that in the most difficult years

provided the economic basis for the

victory over Japan and laid the

foundation for much more: for

future socialist construction by
self-reliant men and women still

equally at home with ”pen, hoe

and gun". We see farm tools used

by this new production army and

sometimes also made by them, as

for instance from the giant frag-
ments of an old iron bell they
melted down. Pictures of the Nan»

niwan wilderness which the 359th

brigade turned into fertile cropland
recall the lilting popular song that

still lightens labour and catches

the imagination. We see the bark

used by Red Army students before

they built their paper mill; in—

genious little pens from empty car»

tridges, oil lamps like tiny teapots.
Pictures of the spinning campaign
on home—made spinning wheels are

full of concentration, reminding us

it was no easy job at first for

the inexperienced; but the home»

spun suits and blankets are sturdy
and admirable. A textile mill, a

Chemical and soap factory, a match

factory. an ammunition worksi

all grew out of this new self-

reliance. And the best commentary
is probably the well-known laughv
ing photo of Chairman Mao and

Chen Yun outside the Agricultural
and Industrial Exhibition held in

1942. .

The conception of the production

campaign was typical of the in—

domitable spirit and clear Marxist

judgment which again and again
turned setbacks into victories.

Government workers spinning durln‘ the movement for pmdunllon.

Equally typical of the leadership
which never rests upon its laurels

was Chairman Mao's call to extend

the campaign on mass cooperative
lines among the people, in Get

Organized, his talk to outstanding
labour cadres from the whole

border area invited to Yenan in

November 1943, he sums up in

detail the practical results, under—

lines the campaign’s collective na—

ture and outlines the methods of

work for the wider campaigns of

the future:

In all the armed units of the

Border Region that have been al-

lotted land this year, the soldiers

have on the average cultivated

eighteen mou per person; and they
can produce or make practically
everything . . . By using our own

hands we have attained the objec—
tive of "ample food and clothing”.
Every soldier needs to spend only
three months of the year in pro—
duction and can devote the remain—

ing nine months to training and

fighting. Our troops depend for

their pay neither on the Kllomiu—

tang government, not on the Bar—

der Region Government, nor on the

people, but can fully provide for

themselves What a vitally impor—
tant innovation for our cause of

national liberation!

And pointing out that much of

Communist energy should go in

helping the people to solve the

problems of production and im—

prove their living conditions, he

adds with cheerful scorn:

The Kuomintang only demands

things from the people and gives
them nothing in return. if a mem—

ber of our Party acts in this way,

his style of work is that of (he

Kuomintang, and his face, caked

with the dust of bureaucracy. needs

a good wash in a basin of hot

water.

Nearly two years later. in an

editorial for Yenan‘s Liberation

Daily (April 27, 1945), he still ex~

plains its advantages to doubting
dogmatists and stresses its impor—
tance. saying that “production by
the army for its own support _

_
,

is progressive in substance and of

great historic significance” al.

though “Formally speaking, we are

violating the principle of division
of labour”. And so when victory
came close they were well pre-
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Chairman Mao speaking at the Anti-Japanese Militlry and Polltical Cullege during the war against anm.

pared to shoulder the tasks of

peaceful production.

The final section of the museum

recalls the eloquent fact that well

over half Chairman Mao’s works

were produced in Yenan, 112 out

of 158 in northern Shensi. Many
of them~such as Problems of
Strategy in China’s Revolutionary
War, On, Protracted War, 071. Proc-

tice, 0n Contradiction, like Liu

Shao-chi’s How to Be a Good Com—

munist—were lecture materials

for the colleges of Yenan, where

armymen and other students sat

in the open air to listen. Inevi—

tably we reflect on what those

works mean to millions of Chinese

people today.

For that morning the museum

was full of young teachers and

students from all over Shensi

province, making the most of their

holidays. Later, round other his—

toric places, we met them too,
lingering to take another look,
resting in the shade of trees or

small pavilions, laughing and

joking together, or deep in discus-

sion with notebooks and pencils.
seated on the ground like the pre—
liberation students before them.

Then we recall the well-known

phrase chosen by the Chinese Com-

munist Party to sum up the es—

sence of these works that record

Yenan’s policies and their develop
ment: We are reminded of it again
as we come to the familiar postcard
view up the Yen River past the

new bridge and the old Tang
dynasty pagoda, the pagoda which

for millions of young Chinese is

no longer a symbol of ancient re»

ligious rites but rather the little

image of a beacon light: “Chairman
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Mao’s thinking". This is the think-

ing which tells them, when they
read his works, that reading is not

enough —

Reading is learning, but applying
is also learning and the more im-

portant kind of learning at that.

Marxists hold that man‘s social

practice alone is the criterion of

the truth of his knowledge of the

external world. . . . The truth of

any knowledge or theory is deter-

mined not by subjective feelings,
but by objective results in social

practice.

This is the thinking and the call

to action whose results in social

practice the Chinese Communist

Party has tested out for over forty
years and recognized for thirty
(since the Tsunyi Meeting in 1935)
as the guide for all, “correctly in»

tcgrating the universal truth of

Marxism-Leninism with the con—

crete practice of the Chinese rev—

olution”.

Simple and Plain Living

There is no time to inspect all

that new social practice has done

for Yenan»the industries, the

Agricultural Research institute and

communes. the new university and

hospital. We spend most of our

time visiting the four historic head—

quarters with their cave-houses.

The caves are one of the greatest
surprises in Yenan, We have seen

pictures of these hillsides pierced
with a thousand eyes, the rows of

arched caves extending along
ledged terraces to house colleges,
cadres. hospital and armymen, up
the deep hilly reaches from the

Yen River. They were easy enough

to add to for new arrivals: “Yes,"

says one who was there, "you can

dig out a cave pretty quickly. Es-

pecially if you have to sleep in the

open till you have done it! And

later on we plastered them as well

as whitewashing them. . . ."

In fact, whitewashed inside in

simple oblong domes more beauti~

ful than any decoration, they re-

call, oddly enough, the shape of

the Ming Tombs! But there the

likeness ends. These caves are

whiter far and open to the day. To

stand in their cool shelter and look

out on green trees brilliant in the

sunshine or across the valley to

hills framed in blue sky beyond is

an inspiration to the living. not the

dead. They are modest and close

to life. the most perfect reminder

of the jianku pusu style that puts

simplicity before showiness, man

and his work before things. Light
and clean, they are big enough to

take a bed or hang, a small wash—

basin stand, perhaps a bookcase, a

desk and a chair or two in com—

fort. Sometimes they have plain
wooden doors between set in arch-

ways a couple of metres thick.

Sometimes there are connecting

passages or air»raid shelters be-

hind. leading to different exits.

Some hospital caves had tiled

floors instead of earth; and some—

times ingenious armymen installed

a heating system that ran in under

the floors from outside, It is not

till we see some that need repair,
because the damp has trickled

through and loosened the domed

ceilings, that we realize living
there was not so simple as it looks,

We visit Chairman Mao's first

cave headquarters on Phoenix
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Mountain opposite the old pagoda
where he worked from January
1937 till Japanese bombing proved
this open site too dangerous and

the Central Committee moved up

the valley to the more sheltered

reaches of Yangchialing. The old

road is being widened by sun-

bronzed workmen as we pass; they
are strapping mountainy youths
who actually run races with their

barrows of earth —when they are

not resting as lightheartedly in the

shade! Others are also repairing
caves when we get to the old army

headquarters at Wangchiaping and

to the beautiful grounds of the

Date Garden. final seat of the Cen-

tral Committee. These caves have

very pleasant whitewashed en-

trances; plain doors in natural wood

for the archways filled in with lat-

ticed designs. light yellow against
the white rice»paper that takes the

place of glass in winter. All these

places surprise us by the beauty of

their trees. from laden pears (the
peaches are already over) to tall

locusts bursting into new brilliant

leaf: under them. here and there.

fluted—roof traditional-style pavi<
lions built by armymen give the

gardens, to our eyes. a very un-

military look. The little water»

course in the Date Garden. built

to irrigate 1.200 may. of crops, is

still called Channel of Happiness.

The Yenan Spirit

Yes. Yenan was primarily a

great revolutionary base. but its

keynotes are still production and

construction. And it is not mili-

tary construction that imposes. The

army's meeting hall at Wangchia—
ping, with its curved and graceful
roof and lovely lines. is less im~

posing than the big purposeful
stone structure for Party offices

and library at Yangchialing
7

where the famous “Forum on Lit»

erature and Art" was held through—
out May 1942. It is smaller than

the solid stone congress hall where

the historic Seventh Congress
wound up with Chairman Mao’s

short inspiring speech “The Foolish

Old Man Who Removed the Moun-

tains", which has probably been

more widely studied in commune

and factory than any other except
"Serve the People”. Up the valley
behind these massive buildings are

the fields where Chairman Mao

and other leaders worked with the

people; the cadres of the Yenan

government today still keep up
that tradition. Above, on the ter-

raced ground outside the caves. is

the scene of the 1946 interview

with Anna Louise Strong. where

Chairman Mao explained how a

third world war could be avoided

and predicted that China would

win her liberation war despite the

new weapons massed against her:

“The atom bomb is a paper tiger
which the Us reactionaries use

to scare people." Nearly twenty
years later it is clearer to all that

the bomb in the hands of the im-

perialists is primarily a weapon of

blackmail and that the Us. today
is not more. but less strong and

less respected because of it.

The Yenan spirit of self—reliance

and creative production. of daring
to start from scratch with the

The cuve-hause at the tool a! Phoenix Mountain

where Commie Man TseJung at one tlme iii-ed. Ll ri-jmm
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scientific approach that overcomes

all difficulties, is new China’s

strong tradition. It grows in the

countrywide movement for office

workers, cadres and students to

work part time in production; in

the socialization of education

through part-work part—study
schools that integrate theory with

practice and remove the barrier

between intellectuals and workers;
in the recognition that man must

struggle consciously to prevent
the emergence of new exploiting
classesithat the economic base

for production is made up not only
of tools and machines but also of

the material force of man‘s polit—
ical consciousness that controls

them and must free itself from the

old forces of habit.

It continues in the established

People's Army practice of officers

serving part time among the men

and army units working in pro—

duction. The army is still closely

integrated with the working peo-

ple. just as the people in their

militia organizations are armed

with the spirit of their army. It

would be hard to find a factory
or a commune in China that is not.

studying Chairman Mao‘s thinking
and “learning from the PLA".

Again and again it is possible to

recognize demobilized PLA men in

city offices or factories or insti—

tutes— by their quiet, even gentle

manner, a certain inner firmness

and the fact that they are extra

good and patient listeners. At any

rate, our guesses on this basis have

proved right in big production

enterprises we have visited: in a

Chengchow Dyeworks. a Canton

Fertilizer Works. a Sian Enamel—

ware Factory, for instance, we

were not surprised to find that the

people we talked to were old PLA

production workers who had

helped start the plants from

scratch, getting the know—how

Yenan—fashion as they built.

And so the word YENAN stands

for all this. for the policies that in

social practice mobilized a people

to drive out imperialism and build

a socialist country standing reso—

lutely against exploitation. against

armed or economic invasion every-

where. and for world peace.

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Music Notes

Fighting Spirit in Songs

MAJOR EVENT in the music

world last autumn was the

commemoration of the 30th an-

niversary of the death of Nieh Erh

(1912—1935) and the 20th anniver-

sary of the death of Hsien Hsing—
hai (1905—1945), two pioneers of

China’s revolutionary music. The

activities consisted of concerts,

forums and meetings with talks on

the lives of the two men.

Four concerts given jointly by
musical groups and amateur

choruses in Peking were the big—

gest attraction. The programmes

included over 50 items, half of

them consisting of works by Nieh

Erh and Hsien Hsing-hai and the

other half of new compositions.
While the songs of different

periods sang of different themes

marked by their own times, the

fighting spirit of the Chinese peo—

ple expressed in the earlier works

is carried on in the later ones,

Nich Erh wrote most of his songs

in the early thirties on the eve of

the War of Resistance Against

Japanese Aggression. “Arise, All

You Who Refuse to be Slaves!" —

the theme of his "March of the

Volunteers”—became the clarion

call arousing the people to rise and

fight the Japanese imperialists.

Today this song is China's national

anthem. And when the conductor

led both audience and performers
in singing it. the power of a united

people against imperialism carried

by the words and music stirred

everyone as deeply as ever, Many
of Nieh Erh's works spoke of the

Chinese proletariat of the nineteen

thirties. “Dockers‘ Song”. per-

formed by an amateur group of

the army. not only sharply
describes the pain and misery of

the Shanghai dockers under the

double oppression of the impe-
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rialists and the domestic reaction»

aries but even more clearly brings
out the Chinese working people's

unyielding and unbreakable spirit.

Hsien Hsing—hai carried on the

work begun by Nieh Erh, ex—

pressing with stronger force the

working people's struggle in his

songs of resistance against Japa-
nese aggression. Like his “In the

Taihang Mountains" (music and

words on p. 30), written in 1938

and telling of the people’s fight
against the enemy in north China’s

mountains, all of his songs written

in those difficult years overflow

with revolutionary optimism and

confidence that a people‘s war will

be victorious.

This spirit is most marked in his

two best-known pieces. “The Pro-

duction Cantata” and “The Yellow

River Cantata". At a commemora—

tion concert, the former was pre-

sented by professionals and am-

ateurs dressed as soldiers. cadres

and peasants, just as it had first

been performed. It is a well—

drawn picture of the great produc—
tion movement in the liberated

areas by which the army and the

civilians supported themselves,

pitting their own self-reliance

against the tight blockades of the

Japanese and Kuomintang armies.

“The Yellow River Cantata". per-

formed hy a 100~member chorus

and the Central Philharmonic

Orchestra, puts forth the sum and

substance of the invincible spirit
of the sons and daughters of China

in fighting imperialism.

THOUGH
the compositions of the

sixties given at the concerts

could not represent the whole pic-
ture of today’s vigorous creative

musical activity, they nevertheless

reflected the forward development
of the spirit of the times. An

example was the song»and-dance
number "I Am a Track Main—

tenance Worker", created collec—

tively and done by a railway am—

ateur group. It did not sing of the

misery—racked, indignant workers

in Nieh Erh’s “Dockers’ Song” but

of men filled with pride of being
masters of their country and with

a great love for their life and

work. This image of the socialist

man was also shown in a lively

way in the oil drillers’ song

“Petroleum for the Motherland"

and the piano solo “The New

Countryside". The latter was per-

formed by the young pianist Yin

Cheng—tsung. who with four other

young musicians composed the

piece after living and working with

the peasants in the countryside
near Peking in the early half of

last year. The suite. with varia-

tions of themes adapted from rev-

olutionary songs popular among

the peasants, praises the commune

members’ enthusiasm for produc<
tion and their love of the collec-

tive. The musical concept is bold

and strongly influenced by the folk

music of north China's countryside.

While the anti-imperialist music

of 30 years ago showed mainly the

struggles waged by the Chinese

people. those of today take the

struggle against imperialism by
the revolutionary peoples of the

world as their theme. Whether it

was “Vietnam Fights", “The Peo-

ples of Asia, Africa and Latin

America Want Liberation” or

“Workers of All Lands, Unite!”

the music of the commemoration

concerts was filled with a new

spirit of vigour not found in the

songs written two or three decades

ago.
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In the Taihang Mountains
(Two—part chorus)

Words by Kuei Tao—sheng
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’lhe author in Vietnam

HAD JUST come back from

Vietnam. In my suitcase I car-

ried a few jagged pieces of metal

with the soil of Vietnam still

clinging to them. I had picked
them up at Thanh Hoa and Vinh

Linh from craters pools and the

ruins of buildings places where

U.S. planes had crashed in flames.

Carrying them with me. I felt and

shared the Vietnamese people's in-

tense satisfaction in their victor

PA CHIN, wellvknown writer, author oi

The Family and nthrr books, is a View
chairman ni‘ ihr All-China Federation ai

Literature and Art.

Armymen and civilians oi Qunng Binh province fight the us. air bandits shoulder tn shnulaen

Defeating the

U.S. Flying Bandits

These fragments constantly remind

me of the ignominious defeats of

Lyndon Johnson and the Us. air

bandits,

From Hanoi I had travelled last

June to the Vinh Linh special zone

bordering on the 17th parallel.

Starting back in mid-August, I was

held up one day on the south bank

of the Nhat Le River and was a

guest in the clean and simple home

of a Vietnamese peasant near by
That afternoon I Sat writing at a

small table. Outside, the rain had

formed pools of water in the yard.
And then I heard the all»too—

PA CHIN

familiar sound of planes. U.S. jets
were flying north over the river.

Not even rain would stop them

from harassing north Vietnam.

This was not the first raid that day
either. U.S. planes violate the air

space of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam every day. There in

that peasant house by the Nhat Le

River. it seemed to me that the

millionaires in Washington could

not go on living even one more day
unless their planes dropped some

bombs and a few more of their

planes plunged to destruction on

the land of north Vietnam. Every

Vietnam News Agency

day since coming south from Hanoi

I had heard their planes, at high
altitudes and low, single planes,
groups of them, jets, reconnais—

sance. bombers. fighters. Thunder—

chiefs, Phantoms—just about

every kind there was, Each day I

heard the shrill whine of falling
bombs and the sharp whistle of

rockets. The noise jarred on the

car. These pilots stopped at noth»

ing to try to frighten the Viet«

namesc people, to make life

difficult for them.

Shooting Down the ‘Johnsons’

But What the Americans met in

the north were forests of rifles. In

Hanoi I had heard an air hero tell

how he and his comrades, though
outnumbered, shot down two U.S.

Thunderchiefs. Everywhere on my

way south I heard stories of how

the ordinary militia men and

women had brought down U.S.

planes. In a Quang Binh village
I met three heroes who had downed

a big jet bomber with one shot

each from their rifles. On the out—

skirts of Thanh Hoa I saw the

Wreckage of a US. AD—5 which

had been shot down by militiamen.

I took a picture of the mangled re»

mains of that plane.

From Vinh to Vinh Linh. when—

ever the people heard the planes

coming they would say, “Johnson

is here again.” A militiaman of DO

Luong in Nghe An province ex-

pressed his feelings this way:
"Whenever I hear an American

bomber, I feel it is Johnson him—

self. And I have an uncontrollable

urge to get my hands on his throat.

push him to the ground and choke

him to death!"

The rain let up a little. More

"Johnsons" flew over the river

and I heard their bombs exploding
in the distance. Bombs are what

the Americans have in plenty and

if the flyers did not drop them.

they would catch hell when they
got back to then“ bases. Just how

many bombs have the “Johnsons”

dropped in the north? I do not

know. But I remember two figures
for the area around Vinh. One day
some “Johnsons” dumped 40 bombs

but only killed a chicken. For this

“victory” one plane was shot

down, three were damaged. An—

other time, 21 "Johnsons" of
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Two [1.5. pllnes gu down in flames over IIIe Vinh Linh zonei Vietnam News Agencu

A captured American pilot.

various types unloaded I40 bombs,

killing one old man. Once, crossing
a highway bridge, I saw craters

and holes of all sizes on both sides

of the Span. I was told that the

bridge had been the target of more

than 600 bombs. But the bridge
still stood and traffic was flowing
as usual. I had heard that Vinh’s

power plant had been hit. But the

first thing I saw when driving into

the city were the bright street

lights, In the City of Ho Xa. many
times bombed by the “Johnsons”.
electric lights were on every night.
But there I also saw the ruins of

a modern hospital. The operating
room was now a huge gaping hole.

The hospital could no longer be
used. But not one of the doctors,
nurses or patients had been hit.

The people of the north have had

much experience in coping with

the “Johnsons”. Those who should

Vietnam News Agency

be evacuated had left [or distant

places of safety.

I had seen the wreckage of an

American F 1054') in the military
museum in Hanoi. On the fuselage
56 small black bombs had been

painted. a record of the crimes

committed in north Vietnam by
the pilots of this Thunderchief, In

all likelihood, the 56 criminal raids

had included the bombing of

Schools. hospitals, sanitoria. water-

locks and residential areas. The

U.S. imperialists have committed

every imaginable evil. even delib—

erately bombing and killing help-
less patients such as those in the

leper and tuberculosis hospitals,

They are still dreaming the dream

of a century ago. thinking they can

build their fortunes by mass

slaughter. But; they always pay

dearly for the losses and hardships
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nu Peu-vlnu
Workers of Dong l-lni repairing lines.
Even in air raids. linemen so nut

In reslul’t wires cut by U.S. bombs.

"Fight the rnvmy when he crimes;

carry an pruductinn when he goes."
wunum News Aqamu

they bring1 for the Vietnamese

people have become modern ex-

perts at hunting down the crim-

inals and their planes.

Capturing Them Alive

At H0 Xa one day. I passed an

open doorway and saw some of

these planeeshooters. members of

a selfedefence corps. playing chess

under a bright light. The squad
leader, whom I had met. invited

me in. In the small room I saw a

sewing machine, a set of barber‘s

in ruments and tools for repairing
bicycles. It turned out that the

team consisted of a tailor. a barber

and a bicycle repair man. Their

families had already been sent to

the countryside. When the "John—

scns" destroyed their homes. they
had brought their work tools and

moved into a place only a few

steps from their combat post. Here

they went. about their usual work.

But whenever the air raid alert

sounded. they were at their ma—

chine guns in only a few seconds.

There are thousands upon thou—

sands of such “Johnson-hunters”

in north Vietnam‘s cities and vil—

lages. I met them every day.
everywhere. A captured American

pilot confessed that he and his

companions had been terribly
afraid of the militia. for these

young men and slim girls around

twenty are not only good hands at

production and sharpshooters of

planes. but experts at capturing
the enemy flyers alive.

A militia leader once saw one of

the flying bandits bale out of his

plane over a village near Thanh

Hoa. With no time to go back for

his rifle. the militiaman went after

the pilot with only his carrying-
pole. The American was hanging
from his parachute caught in a

tree. holding an automatic in his

right hand and a radio in his left.

He was about to shoot when the

carrying—pole hit his hand. He was

captured. This reminds me of the

wooden hay fork I saw in the

military museum in Hanoi and the

story of how an American air

bandit. armed to the teeth. was

scared out of his wits at the sight
of this primitive tool wielded by
determined peasants and hastily
raised his hands in surrender.

The nightly raids of the “John-

sons" around the Nhat Le River

did not hold up my car on the

south bank. When the rain stopped
I continued north into Quang
Binh province. After a short visit

at Dong Hoi, I left on a moonless

night. About an hour and a half

out of the city. the "Johnsons”

came, dropping several flares not

far away. I had barely climbed out

of the car when I saw flashes of

anti-aircraft fire. Then a ball of

fire seemed to hurtle in my direc—

tion. When the red flash of it died

out. there was pitch darkness,

overhead were black clouds and a

few stars. and I could see the last

flickers of some fallen flares.

“We've shot down a ‘Johnson‘l”

exclaimed my excited Vietnamese

friend.

For a whole hour we saw the

lights of the American planes. the

“Johnsons” looking for their lost

companion who had baled out.

Farther on I saw more and more

militiamen, searching for him.

Then the rain suddenly poured
down and lasted throughout the

night. The pilot was captured

early the next morning. soaked to

the skin and trembling so hard he

could hardly put his hands up.

Throughout my trip I heard

similar stories. I stopped over at

the hostel in Thanh Hoa where

comrades told me that a plane had

just been shot down and the pilot

captured. The following afternoon

I was told that another plane had

been brought down. Again that

evening I heard that when several

planes Came looking for their com-

panion. one more was shot down.

"With this victory we send you

off on your way." my Vietnamese

host said to me with a broad smile.

“It's much too impressive a fare—

well.“ I replied.

In almost every place my hos—

pitable Vietnamese hosts sent me

on my way with such reports. In

the 50 days I travelled to the 17th

parallel and back. I added up the

number of “Johnsons” which I

either heard about in this way or

saw brought down myself —138

shot to the ground. Back in Hanoi

I learned that the total number

shot down in north Vietnam had

reached 560. By the time I had

returned from visiting Dien Bien

Phu and Haiphong and was getting
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ready to come back to China. the

number had gone over 700~the

answer the heroic Vietnamese peo-

ple throw in the evil face of the

U.S. aggressor.

Bombing Only Steels the Will

The Us. ruling clique constantly
boasts of its superiority in the air.

They think that by sowing death

and destruction they could bring
the people of the north to their

knees. But everywhere in my
3.000—kilometre trip I witnessed

scenes of vigorous life and growth.
heard hearty laughter and singing,
was told of the impressive achieve-

ments on the production front, be-

came infected myself With the ex-

hilaration of victory and was

moved by this revolutionary peo—

ple’s heroism. I heard many young

fighters in anti~aircraft units speak
with ringing words of their resolu-

tion and confidence in defeating
U.S, imperialism, and of their

militant friendship for the Chinese

people. These were the ones the

“Johnsons” were most afraid of.

I visited one village where last

year the people reaped a double

harvestia four per cent increase

in grain and four "Johnsons" shot

down and several more damaged
within a few months. all with only
rifles and machine guns. There

had not been a single casualty
among these militia marksmen.

One I met was a well-built 23—

year-old woman. a wife and

mother, vicc»leader of her produc—
tion to m and vice—leader also of

her m‘ tia platoon and a first-rate

machine gunner. In the 39 raids

made on the village by the “John-

sons" since April last year. she had

been in every one of the fights.
On duty she manned her machine

gun. Off duty she joined the fight
anyway. using her rifle. She came

with two other comrades to take

us to visit their combat post. One

of her companions was a petite
18~year-old girl with the dark skin

and bright eyes characteristic of

the fisherfolk of a tropical country.
The other was a young man. also

18 years old, called Can, a co—op

accountant. He was even shorter

and darker and was nicknamed

"Black Can". With rifles slung
over their shoulders and ammuni—

tion belts around their waists7 all

three exuded an air of self—
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confidence and invincibility. You

had the impression that they could

defeat all enemies.

Arriving at their post. I saw

communications trenches spreading
like arteries across a large flat

area. connecting a number of em-

placement sites where, one after

another, anti»aircraft machine guns

pointed to the sky, Two or three

energetic militiamen guarded each.

Near the guns. a few young women

of the first-aid team stood in front

of a low shed. All these young

people looked about twenty. With

deep pride they showed us the

mobile frames for the guns which

they had made themselves. and

the light and heavy machine guns

they loved so much. On the day
of my visit no “Johnsons” appear»
ed. But standing outside the

trenches, I could well imagine
what the planes would have met

Introducing

had they come—forests of guns
and an impenetrable hail of bullets.
As a matter of fact. the youngsters
had started a competition to see

who could bring down the most

enemy planes. And where else

could you find so many moving
targets for which you didn’t have

to pay a cent? I wouldn’t be ex—

aggerating to say simply that these

young people were completely
absorbed and spellbound with the

shooting down of enemy planes.

The only thing the militia men

and women in north Vietnam are

Worried about is that no “John—

sons" will come their way. It is

a feeling that the millionaires in

Washington can never know or

understand. They can "escalate"

if they want. Let them come in

the thousands, like moths flying
toward the firel—the flame will

only burn brighter.
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Chen Chll-chlun breaks the tape in the men's Wit—metre dash to equal the world record.

mm

Pour New Track and Field Records

Tsui Lin In the lead during the men‘s [lo-metre hurdles, mm Tao-lino

Chou mum-1mm:

Chung usIu-yun (left) being cungralulnted nner

breaking Ihe national women‘s snomut record.
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HE Second National Games

have ended, but competition
goes on.” This saying, popular
among China’s athletes at the clos—

ing of the Games, shows their firm

intention to analyse Games ex-

perience in order to continue to

raise the general standard and

create new records. The strength
of this resolve has been demon-

strated again and again recently.
Outstanding among the achieve—

ments of the last few months are

the following new national records.

Men’s loo—Metre Dash: ll] Seconds

In Chungking on October 24.

Chen Chia—chuan, aged 27. ran the

100 metres in 10 seconds at an ex—

hibition athletic meeting by mem-

bers of the Szechuan Second Na—

tional Games Team. His time

equals the official world record.

The feat is universally regarded as

one of the most difficult of all for

athletes to achieve.

It required only five years for

China’s athletes to improve the na-

tional record for the 100 metres

from 10.3 sec to 10 sec. while a

similar improvement in the world

record took 30 years. The world

record was set in 1960 by Armin

Hary of West Germany and later

equalled by Harold Jerome of

Canada. Horacio Esteves of Vene-

zuela, and Bob Hayes of the United

States. who is a Negro.

Chen Chia-chuan first came into

the limelight in 1956, during the

mass movement to beat the na-

tional record for the men’s 100 in.

He was then a middle school stu-

dent. In 1958 he was timed at 10.7

see. He made rapid progress after

adopting a rigorous training pro—

gramme in the Winter of 1964 and

last June he improved his time to

10.2 sec. A week before his record

run in October he returned 10.1

sec.

Women’s Shotput: 16.61 Metres

The national women’s shotput
champion. Chung Hsiu—yun. put
the 4 kg, shot 1661 metres during
an athletics meeting at Nanking
on October 16. In doing so she

bettered by 0.24 m. her old record

of 1637 m., set at the Second

National Games.
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Men’s llO-Metre Hurdles:

13.5 Seconds

At an exhibition contest in

Wuhan during a friendly meeting
between track and field teams of

the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam and China’s Hupeh province
last November, 23—year—old Tsui

Lin on four occasions returned

135 sec. for the men’s llU-m.

hurdles, This was one of the best

world performances for 1965. Ear-

lier in the year two United States

hurdlers also had returned 13.5

sec. The world record is 13.2 sec.

Newcomer Tsui Lin could do no

better than 14.9 sec. in 1961. At

the Second National Games, how»

ever, he won the title with 13.9

sec. At the end of Conduct the

seasoned Liang Shih—chiang cover-

ed the distance in 13.7 sec. to break

the five—year-old national record

of 13.8 sec. A week later, Tsui Lin

bettered this with 13‘s sec. Eight
days later still. he clipped another

tenth of a second off to set the

new record.

Men’s High Jump: 2.25 Metres

On November 20, also at the

Wuhan meeting, Ni Chih~chini

China's men‘s high—jump cham<

pion, cleared 2.25 m.. which is just
0.03 in, short of the world record.

Ni is the second man in the world

to jump 2.25 m, Aged 23, he comes

from Fukien province.

When he took up high jumping
in 1959. Ni Chih—chin’s best leap
was 1.90 m. Over the next six

years. however, his progress was

steady despite many obstacles,

Early last year he suffered a severe

foot injury and was operated on.

While still in hospital, he trained

every day to prevent the contrac-

tion of the muscles which often

occurs after an operation. Short-

ly after being discharged, Ni
resumed solid training In com—

petition two months later he

jumped 2.22 m. to break his own

national record of 2.21 m. Con—

tinuing to improve after the Na-

tional Games. where he won the

event with a leap of 2.15 m.. Ni

had cleared 2.23 and 2.24 m. be-

fore his November 20 jump.

serial lotion shols of Ni Chih-chln’s 2.25»
metre illmn. Yu Chang-omen
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NIH
My Third Vlsit

to China

ANANDA KUMARA

BORNE
on the wings of friend-

ship and urged by a desire to

know the truth for myself. I have

cncc again. for the third time in

eight years. flown to China. this

beautiful land of a brave and

courageous people.

I am in the midst of millions of

unknown but smiling faces. The

spirit of friendliness that permeates
the environment is soothing; it

gives you a feeling of new joy.

This not being my first visit to

Chinail came here first in 1957

,1 am in a position to compare

and assess. China has certainly
made great progress in all fields.

specially since 1960. the year of my

last visit.

Go anywhere you like. either to

the centres of heavy industries or

to the agricultural communes in

the countryside. and today you

listen to a happy tale of achievea

ments made which rings like a con—

tinuous song of triumph and joy.

hope and confidence. The people
are happy because they have

bravely struggled against severe

calamities wrought by nature and

treacherous acts of perfidious men.

and emerged victorious.

But please do not mistake me.

they are not boasting: no, they
don't do this. They say that Chair-

man Mao had long ago told them

that the Chinese people would have

to rely mainly on themselves to

build their own country They

ANANDA KUMARA Kenna] sec-

retlry at the Ceylnerllmn Friendshin
Assnciallun and vlcc-vresldenl of the Cey-
lon :aurnaiists' Asst-nation.

.78

The author (rivht) on the revicwlng stand in Peking Wat Hsieh

during the celebration of the IGIII anniversary of

the founding at the People’s Republic of China.

frankly admit that many people at

the beginning failed to grasp this

truth. but hard facts, or may I say

knocks, of life at last brought it

home to them. Then, defying all

difficulties and relying on the crea-

tive power of their own people.
and on their own resources. they
began to further improve What

they had and create anew what

they had not. Thanks to the policy
Cf selfAreliance. they say. they have

achieved a little. That is their

modesty. This “little". of course

we now know. includes new in—

dustrial constructions of such mag4

nitude as entirely new oil instal-

lations which have made China

almost self-sufficient in her petro-
leum needs. and the many modern

machines needed to develop her

heavy and light industries. not

counting those two atomic explo-
sions. and all these within a record

period of three or four years. the

people themselves taking the in-

itiative and working with a rev-

olutionary spirit. These achieve-

ments. though "little" to them. are

a glorious tribute to the boundless

creative genius and capabilities of

the working people once they are

really liberated and freed from

all disabilities imposed by the old

social order. and when they are

fired with patriotism and inspired

by a high sense of true interna-

tionalism.

NONE denies the shortcomings.
none denies the tremendous

tasks that lie ahead on the road to

still higher stages of economic and

cultural progress. They do not roll

in wealth, they live a plain, simple

life. One can very well see the

signs of the bitter struggle going
on between the old and new China.

But the material and cultural

advancement they have made

within these few years will not

fail to convince any impartial ob—

server that new China will gradual—

ly but speedily bury old China

forever and rise in all glory on its

ruins. Thus she will also bury
forever the fond but vain hopes
of her enemies.

I say all this after seeing for

myself quite a few things in China.

China’s agriculture has developed

fast; obviously, despite the slanders

abroad. the commune has really
done a marvellous bit of work. I

am sure that those slanders will

die an early death. But the com—

mune will live for a long. long time

in China. ever growing and ever

advancing. China‘s industries are

flourishing.

One cannot but express admira—

tion at the rapidity with which the

workers who were uneducated or

ill—educated a decade or so ago

mastered new techniques and made

wonderful technical revolutions

and innovations.

IT
SHOULD be quite obvious to

everyone who comes here that
China has now laid a solid ma—

terial and ideological foundation to

carry her socialist revolution and

construction to the very end. The

people are politically much more

awakened now. Their political

understanding has reached a higher
level. They are highly conscious

about their internationalist duties.

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

They display a truly revolutionary
spirit and talk of their readiness

to make any sacrifice to support
all the peoples of the world who

struggle against and fight U.S.

imperialism, the main enemy of

mankind today. They are full of

praise and admiration for the

heroic and victorious struggle of

their Vietnamese brothers. This

political maturity has moulded the

whole people into a great force.

more revolutionary than ever. This

is China's pride and power, and her

hope too.

The Chinese friends say that no

force on earth can stop them in

their forward march. But mind

you, they never hint at their nu-

clear strcngth. They very seldom

refer to the two successful nuclear

explosions of theirs, and that also

only to refer to the high level of

scientific and technological devel—

opment they have reached by self—

reliance. It is the people. it is the

persistent struggle of the people.

they count on. They ardently be—

lieve that the people’s power is inv

finitely superior to any other

power, atomic or otherwise. This

firm conviction of theirs is mani—

fested in various fields of activities;
above all in today’s literature and

art. Their modern dramas, operas
and films artistically blend su—

preme beauty and superb aesthetic

sense with one basic theme: the

unity of the people and the strug—
gle of the people against the lust

of the individual and for the good
of the collective. This theme has

City youth who have finished their

Schooling and taken up farm life.
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become the vitality of China‘s new

culture. This. as I understand it,
is the ideological and psychological
basis of their struggles in national

construction as well as on the in-

ternational plane. Weapons will

not destroy man but man will

eventually destroy all weapons,

they confidently say: hence they
do not take pride in the possession
of atomic bombs.

This is one reason. I believe. why
Peking invariably presents to all

visitors a picture of leisurely calm—

ness and peaceful enjoyment with

a high tide of cultural activities.

We do not see any kind of mass

hysteria here. The intensively ac-

tive but so entertainingly peaceful
life in Peking is itself a high tribute

to man’s faith in himself.

I must say a word of apprecia»
tion about the role of women too.

To me it seems that the women

of China today have reached the

springtime of their emancipation
and awakening. I have silently but

admiringly noted the glint of selfA

confidence and determination in

the eyes of many thousands of in-

dustrious young women I saw. It

is inspiring to see them full of

energy and full of courage. work—

ing at complex modern machines

in factories. dexterously ma—

nipulating them. Here we do not

see superiority of men or in»

feriority of women; they work and

live on an equal footing, contribut-

ing an equal share to the construc~

tion of their motherland. With

Lm 3mm

evcry passing year their role will

certainly be more significant and

more decisive.

I BELONG to a people who have

had a long traditional friend-

ship with China. extending far

back into early centuries, There

was disruption of these relations

due to imperialist aggression. but

since we regained our independ-
ence we have revived our age-old
friendship. Ceylon was one of the

first few countries to recognize the

People’s Republic of China and

break the embargo imposed by the

U. S. imperialists. although it took

a few more years to establish dip—
lomatic relations. During the past

decade and more. China has given
us much selfless help. She gave us

rice at a fair price at a time when

imperialists were seeking to starve

our nation into submission; she

bought our rubber at a higher
price and thus helped save our

economy when colonialists were

plotting to ruin it. We have received

big interestefree loans from her.

apart from a lot of aid with no

strings attached. These acts mani-

fest China's sincere friendship for

my people. Our mutual friend»

ship is now based on a noblcr

cooperation and a more enduring

policy; I mean the Five Principles
of Peaceful Coexistence and the

ten Bandung principles. 1 am sure

that despite all obstacles, the

friendship between our two peo-

ples will develop and expand.

w Humt

sh Kuang—ming, a. worker who became

an engineer. explains a new-type

mining-cutter which he has invenled.
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A worker uses the new lran»

sistnrized Ihlckncss gauge to

check the hull plates of a ship,

AN'T you make us some kind

of an instrument for checking
the thickness of ship plates'.7 The

way we do it is hard work. takes

too much time and costs too much."

The question plagued everyone at

the Shanghai Shipyard. where the

thickness of the steel plating of

ships in drydock had to be measV

tired to determine the effect of

corrosion while at sea. This was

done by drilling holes in the hull

in order to measure directly.

Today. after several years of

persistent work by engineer Yang
Chumching and his assistants. such

an instrument is being produced»
a small portable thickness gauge

which has a transistor circuit and

uses ultrasonic waves to measure

the thickness of metal, It can

check plates, pipes. boilers, high—

pressure vessels of steel. alu-

minium and copper. and has wide

uses in the shipbuilding, petro-

leum, aviation and chemical in-

dustries. Weighing less than two

kilograms, the thickness gauge is

easy to operate. highly accurate

and sensitive. does away with the

old labour of drilling and greatly
reduces the costs of repair. Ship»

yard workers are especially en-

thusiastic about it.

Yang Chun-ching began think-

ing of such a device in 1958 when

he was working at the Shanghai
Shipyard and saw the tremendous

amount of labour that went into

the repair of a ship when it came

into drydock. The problem was to

CHIN PAO—SHAN works in the Shunt
hnl Ocean shipping Bureau under Ihe

Ministry of communicatinns.

4n

Making a

Transistorized

Ultrasonic

Thickness Gauge

determine which of the steel plates
in the hull had to be replaced as

a result of corrosion by salt water.

The men had to carry heavy tools.

climbing the sides of the ship and

down into the hold. knocking here

and there and drilling many holes

in the plating, To examine a 5.000-

ton ship, it was often necessary to

drill as many as 1,000 holes. If

the plate did not need replacing,
the holes had to be closed again by
welding. The process was costly
and time consuming, the workers

kept pointing out. Yang set out to

answer their appeal for an instru-

ment which would do away with

all this.

In a foreign technical journal he

read about an ultrasonic thickness

gauge oI resonance type, an instru-

ment which measured the thick»

ness of metal by the resonance

frequency of ultrasonic waves. He

made one in the laboratory and

took it to the clocks to try. It

showed many defects. It was not

sensitive enough. It could only be

used on smooth surfaces, and the

corroded hull plates were rough
and uneven. There was no dial

for easy reading of the thickness,

This had to be calculated and most

of the workers found it hard to do.

Moreover. it weighed over 10 kilo-

grams. too heavy to be carried

around the ship easily. The work-

ers wanted something like an or-

dinary voltage meter which was

light in weight and indicated the

thickness without any calculations,

Easier said than done! Yang had

no idea how it could be made.

CHIN PAO-SHAN

Neither Chinese nor foreign tech—

nical journals helped. A foreign
expert told him that the problem
was still being studied abroad.

Well, if years of research abroad

had not yet produced one, Yang
thought, how can I do it, with

neither data nor experience‘.7

Toppling Old Idols

Yet the need and hope of the

workers for such a device made

him go on with his experiments in

spite of his doubts. Didn‘t the

Party always teach us never to

give up in a revolutionary task?

After all, he told himself, I’m an

engineer of the new China and a

Communist; difficulties are only
there to be conquered. Besides, it

is wrong to think that everything
foreign is superior. Just because

they haven't done it is no reason

why we can’t. Following Party
instructions, he had gone out of

his office countless times to work

side by side with factory and dock

workers. and he knew from prac»

tical experience that if he con-

tinued to rely on the workers for

support and help. he would be

able to overcome the difficulties

and succeed.

He reviewed what he had done

in making an automatic cutting
machine. He had managed to make

one better than a similar foreign
model because he had dared to go

beyond the limitations set by tech

nical rules normally accepted in

foreign countries. This had taught
him that while one should learn

what is useful of foreign tech»

niques. it was more important to

(‘HINA nacoNs'I‘RUc’rs

Jen Swirl/mEngineer Yang Chun-

ching in his laboratory.

dale to work with independent
creativeness,

When he was transferred to the

Shanghai Shipping Research In—

stitute in 1961, he told them that

he wished to continue trying to

make an ultrasonic thickness

gauge. “We need such an instru~

ment badly." the secretary of the

Party branch said approvingly.
“The Party wants you to go ahead.

It will be more than the making of

a new product; it will amount to

adding up our own experience and

blazing a new trail.” When Yang
began spending time at the ship—
yard and the drydocks asking the

opinions of the Workers, they were

excited by the fact that he was

continuing his experiments on the

thickness gauge they needed so

much,

New Problems, Harder Work

Yang and his assistants decided

to switch their investigations from

using resonance frequency of ultra-

sonic waves to a pulse method.

They first concentrated on making
the transducer. a vital part which

transforms electrical energy into

acoustic energy and back again.

Though this was only a small disc-

plate, constructing it was com-

plicated and involved many theo-

retical problems. First. one had to

understand the principles of acous-

tics and Yang had had no ex»

perience in this field. His answer

was to study it in his spare time.

Much of the equipment necessary
for making a transducer was not

available in the institute. Yang
and his group had to make it. After

they had found the right formula

for the combination of materials

of the piezo-electric plate and

learned how to solidify it under

heat without melting it, they had

to grind the plate carefully for

long hours to meet the specifica-
tions. Just before it was finished,
a slightly uneven pressure of the

fingers would often cause it to

break and they would have to start

all over again. They needed a

high-temperature electric resist-

ance furnace and built a simple
one themselves. Over 500 experi—
ments did not daunt them; they
finally found the right formula and

process, and with their accu»

mulated experience turned out

their first workable transducer.

They went on to make a dial

system from which measurements

could be read directly and finally
assembled China’s first electronic

pulse thickness gauge. It weighed
5 kilograms. They took it to the

shipyard in early 1962. going
over a ship with the workers to

It worked. They held an

—spot meeting of shipyard
administrators. technicians and

workers to criticize and discuss the

new invention, made improvements
on it according to the ideas and

suggestions of the men and then

turned it over to the shipyard to

test thoroughly. Six months of

use proved the instrument satisfac-

tory. The days of drilling holes

were over for the workers.

The shipyard workers were dee

lighted with the new instrument,
but it had shortcomings. First.

because it used alternating elec—

tric current (A.C.), it carried a long
wire. making it inconvenient to

use. Second. it contained many
electronic tubes. which had to be

replaced often and which made it

still too bulky to handle. “The in»

strument is a little too delicate.”
said the workers. “and it would
be much better if it didn't have
that long electric wire ‘tail’fl It
was a demand for an even better
model.

The answer to most of these

problems would be a transistor
circuit. eliminating the tubes and

weight and cutting off the “tail”.
At this point Yang’s group learned
that a foreign country had suc—

ceeded in making a transistorized
thickness gauge. They decided to

step up their efforts and produce
a better one.

Neither Yang nor his assistants

understood the circuit design of

transistors, so they went to univer-

sity lectures, asked the advice of

experts and made experiments in

the laboratory. A few months

later, they replaced the electronic

tubes in their gauge with transise

tors—all except one special tube

for which they could not find a

suitable substitute, and if this tube

were kept, the long "tail“ would

still have to be used. If they
changed to DC. current. it would

require heavy batteries. The an—

swer was still to eliminate the of—

fending part by designing a new

transistor circuit. Finally. from a

professor at Futan University they
learned a way of replacing the

special electron tube with an or-

dinary transistor by redesigning
the circuit. This. after many more

experiments. enabled them to bring
out the better instrument.

Their transistorized pulse ultra-

sonic thickness gauge proved sensi»

tive and accurate. weighed only 1.6

kilograms and was easy to carry

and operate. In early 1965 the

Chungyuan Electric Plant in

Shanghai began manufacturing it.

“Just what we wanted!" exclaimed

the shipyard workers.

Testing the gauges at the Chan'-

yuan Electric Plant In Shlnghni.
mm Tao-1mg



Ancient

Corner

Towers

TAO TSUNG-CHEN

A brightly—coloured tower of

unique structure stands at each

of the four corners of the wall of the

Forbidden City which encloses the

ancient imperial palace in Peking.
Its extraordinary shape gave rise

to many legends in the past. The

most popular one has it that con-

struction of the tower was started

time and again. but without suc-

cess because the structure required
was too complicated. For each

delay. many people were put to

death by the emperor. One day a

white-haired old man suddenly ap-

peared among the workmen hold-

ing a skilfully-made cricket cage.
From the structure of this small

cage the workmen got the idea of

how the tower could be built. It

was said that the old man was

none other than Lu Pan. the patron

god of building workers,

Though a legend. the story ex—

poses the cruelty of the feudal

rulers and praises the labour and

wisdom of the ordinary working
people.

—‘

TAO TSUNG—CHEN Is in "chum .t

the Peking lnslilule nt Architeclural
Design.
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In spite of its intricate shape.
the tower was actually based on

Chinais traditional timber post

and lintel structure. the flexibility
of this type of architecture en‘

abling the builders to construct

the unusual features of its design.

The essential pattern of the

tower is that of a 9 X 9 metre

square pavilion, From each of the

pavilicn's four sides a rectangle

protrudes more than one metre on

the two sides next to the palace
moat and four metres on the two

sides facing into the grounds. Thus

the layout forms an irregular cross.

The platform on which the build-

ing stands is larger but of the same

shape (Fig. 1).

The white marble platform has

a finely—carved balustrade and two

flights of steps on the extended

sides. From this base rise 20 ver-

milicn pillars. The beams and

brackets are painted in gold and

other brilliant colours. Resting on

these is a three~tiered roof of

golden-yellow glazed tile. The roof

is the most exquisite and com-

plicated part of the tower, Directly
over the central square of the floor

is the top roof (Fig. 2), in reality
two roofs whose intersecting ridges
form a cross and four gables with

gold designs painted on a red back-

ground At the centre of the crossed

ridge is a gilded gourd-shaped
crown which is the highest point
of the tower. Under this top roof

there is a double~tiered gabled roof

covering each of the four ex-

tended parts of the building. Thus

the entire roof. actually a com—

HHHH

Fig 1.‘ Floor plan

bination of many gabled roofs. has

a varied beauty and yet remains a

harmonious whole.

LTOGETHER the roof has 10

gables and 58 ridges. Where

the ridges meet, there are glazed
figures of immortals and animals.

These decorative figurines have a

historical background. Structural-

ly, some object was needed to lock

the cross points of the ridges to—

gether and for decorative effect

these were at first made in many

shapes. After a palace hall burned

down during the Han dynasty

(206 B.C.#A.D. 220). the orna—

ments began to be made in the

shape of a legendary sca monster

which was supposed to have had

the power to put out fires. It was

forbidden to use the monster on

buildings other than palaces and

temples. This object gradually

developed into the stylized dragon

head so well known today.

The four corner towers date from

1420 in the Ming dynasty. During

the period of the reactionary Kuo—

mintang rule. they were utterly

neglected and left to fall apart.

The liberation returned these an—

cient masterpieces to the people

and since 1956 the People's Gov—

ernment has been repairing them.

Today, the two towers on the north

side of the Forbidden City have

been fully restored and again stand

in their original splendour. casting

their fascinating reflections on the

shimmering green waters of the

moat below.

Fig. 2: The mo! Drawings bu the author
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The Boy,
the Old Woman

and the Needle

LI
P0 was one of China‘s most famous poets. He

was born over twelve hundred years ago in the

days when the Tang emperors ruled China.

Legend has it that as a boy Li Po found it hard

to sit for long hours at his studies.

When spring came round and the peach trees

blossomed and the willows put out their buds, the

countryside was most tempting in its pink and

green dress. ”How dull to sit all day at my books!”

thought Li Po, “I’ll go out and play a while." And

with that he was off

It really was fun out of doors with butterflies

hovering round the flowers and birds singing in the

trees. Li Po looked here and there. listening to

the sounds as he ran. Before long he came to a

brook. How lovely was the sound of the rippling
water!

Suddenly he saw an old woman sitting under

a tree rubbing a thick bar of iron on a rock. Li

Po advanced a few steps towards her, bowed and

asked. “Granny, why are you grinding that bar?"

The old woman looked up and, glancing at Li Po.

replied, “I'm making a needle to embroider with.

my son."

She dipped the iron bar in the brook and went

on with her grinding. “Can you make an em—

broidery needle out of such a thick bar?” Li P0

was more puzzled than ever. The old woman

chuckled. "Yes, it can be done! The only thing it

takes is time." Li Po asked again. “Will you finish

before dark?"

“If not today,” the old Woman said, “then to-

marrow I’ll go on working at it. If I can‘t finish

tomorrow. then the day after. If 1 keep at it day
after day. 1 will in the end have a needle.”

At last Li Po understood. If you keep at a

task it can be finished, no matter how hard it may
be It was the same with learning. And from that

day Li P0 was a good student who in time became
a great poet.

meinas by leu Yuna-Chmo
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Second Na

N September 28. 1965. the closing day of the Second Na-

tional Games in Faking. a set of ii commemorative stamps

were issued. The largl‘st. Stamp a. measuring 60x 40 mm,

value 10 fell. pictures athletes marching into the stadium

carrying the national omolem. Superimposed on a background

or unfurled red flags is an inscription in gold characters read»

ing. “Develop sports to build up the people's physique". in

the handwriting of chairman Mao Tse-tung. Below this :iX'L'

characters reading. The Socond National Games of the Pro-

plc's Republic of China",

Stamps Nos. 175 and 7-11. each measuring 30 x40 mnn

show sportsmen in the various events against backgrounds in

vivid colours

Stamp 1. tier Footballer on vcrmilion

Stamp 2. 41271, Woman archer on grey.

onal Games Commemoratives

stamp 3. a Jen Javelin throwcr on green.

Stamp 4. Sien.

Stamp 5. Efc'n,

Stamp 7. lo yen,

Woman gymnast on carmine.

Woman volleyball player on bluevgl'een

Two cyclists on obveryellow,

stamp is. 20 felt. Diver on bright blue.

stamp 9. 22 fell. Two hui-dlers on orange.

stamp 10. 30 fat. Weight-lifter on blue.

stamp ll. 43 you, Two basketball players on bright purple.

Stamps 1 5 and 7—” Each bear the emblem of the Gamcs

»-tho rigttrc
'

with the year 1955 under it. surrounded hr

thc oval track of the stadium tvith a flag at the centre top

fin one of the- top camel-s. All stamps are Per]. ll, Colour

photogravtlred. Index No. Commemorative I16. Serial Nos,

371-381.

CHINA unconsrflum __._.
num‘mr/

Greetings from Western Samoa

Congratulations on your fine magazine.
Your October issue is especially good. I

admire your illustrations. The article on

“The Long March" is very interesting in.

deed, Keep up the good work showing
the progress of your great country and

remember there are many people in the

western world who believe in your

country.

BRUCE TURNER

Apia, Western Samoa

Sino-Arabian Friendship

The article “Friendly Relations Between

the Chinese and Arab FEoples" (May.
June 1965 issue of the Arabic edition of

China, Rcconstrocts 7 Ed.) was very

heartening to the Arab peoples who are

fighting against us. imperialism and

Zionism. China's support for the liken»

tion of Falestine is a great glory to the

Arab peoples. This simply indicates

the solid friendship the Chinese people
cherish for all the Arab peoples.

At the same time the article impressed
me with the fact that China’s 650 millions

stand firmly with the Arab peoples.

Greetings to the peace—loving peoples
and to thc Chinese people for their pron

gross. Down with us. imperialism and

Zionism!

ZAWAWI MOHAMMED ALHADI

Hydra, Algeria

1 was very much surprised by the great
progress which our friendly China has

achieved in several fields. especially in

industry and agriculture. as shown in the

last thrce issues. 1 was impresscd by the

following articles: “Advances in China's

Ecnnomy”. “Haw China's 12,000»Ton

Hydraulic Press Was Built" and "Friendly
Relations Between the Chinese and Arab

Peoples". I found the last the best be-

cause our beloved china has paid fur

ther attention to Arab problems. and first

to the Palestine pmblem. We thank very

much the leaders and people of China

who appreciate liberty. peace and con—

demn foreign aggression. We eagerly
demand that all the countries unite with

the Arab peoples for the Liberatinn of

occupied Palestine from the enemies of

llbcrty and peace.

HUSSEIN EL MOUDEN

lenit, Morocco

Can Lamb Coexist with Wall?

The articles which show the fiercencss
of US. imperialism in Vietnam captured
my attention, They expose to the whole

world the civilization and pmgress which

the Americans feign. It is civilization and

progress in the arts of murder and terror

against the peoples who will not submit
to humiliation and disgrace. How can

peaceful coexistence be possible bctween
lamb and Wolf? We either dcleat impe-
rialism in its various aspects in order to

live a happy and free life or perish in

honour and glory.

My warmest greetings to the friendly
Chinese government and people who

have taken a firm and honourable stand

towards the national liberation movcment

in the whole world. Thcy merit our

thanks because they stand beside the

Arab world and because they support us.

especially in the Palestine and south

Arabia questions. We promise to march

forward with them to achieve our com»

mon principles and goals. We will stand

with them to annihilate old and neo—

colcnialism and to achieve the best

society under the justice of socialism. We

hope that you will be a constant thorn in

the side of imperialism.

HUSSEIN ALI ZAlD

Damascus, Syria

Salute to Mao Tse-tung

On one of the most glorious occasions
of the revolutionary world. the lotii an.

nivcrsary of the founding of the People's
Republic of China. I most heartily con—

gratulate you and the great Chinese pro—

ple, and salute respectfully the most do-

voted friend and the greatest revolu—

tionary sympathizer of the present—day
oppressed nations the world over. rea

spccted Mao Tsertung.
1 wish more progrcss and success to

the great heroic people of revolutionary
China.

MUSTAFA PASHTUNISTANI

Kandahar, Afghanistan

The Armed People Are Invincible

“An Armed People Are Invincible" is

for me a most important article. When

the masses are united they are invincible

in the fight for liberation against Yankee

imperialism and its puppets. which are

paper tigers after all. Tbcir dreams

of colonizmg all the Latin American

countries will be frustrated and defeated

by the masses.

Long live Chairman Mao Tse-tung!
Long live the hardworking, courageous

and freedom—loving Chinese people' Long
live the Chinese Communist Party! Glory
to Marxism—Leninlsm!

MANUEL JESUS DIAZ

Pasta, Colombia

Against the Gangsters

I congratulate you for your uncompro.

mising stand against imperialism and for

your firm and unconditional backing of

the heroic Vietnamese people. By what

right do those American gangsters attack

the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
waging in actual fact an undeclared war

against it? By what right do they inter-

fere in the south Vietnamese people's

affairs to oppose their just aspirations to—

wards reunification and a people's re—

public of Vietnam? May all the com—

munist and progressive forces of the

world understand that the Vietnamese

people‘s struggle is their own struggle
for existence. for genuine liberty and in»

dependence! May all the communist and

progressive forces understand that this

struggle will end only with the complete
crushing of us. imperialismi

FALK AMEDEE GABRIEL

Meta, Franco

It has been more than a year since I

became acquainted with your interesting
magazine. As my interest grows {mm
month to month. so does the joy I feel

when I read the articles on the struggle
for Improving agriculture with a sncialist

purpose.

I admire the determination a! the Viet-

namese people who are su magnificently
resisting the oppressor. I have read With

close attention the pamphlet “Support the

People of Vietnam. Defeat us. Aggres-
sors". I have clipped the pictures from

“Heroes and Heroines of Scutn Vietnam"

together in order not to lose them and for

showing to my friends.

ANDRE LUTHY

Val de T’rflvers, Switzelland

I write you to affirm the sincerity of

my admiration for China and the Chinese

people under the great Chairman Mao

Tsertung's leadership and for their help
to Vietnam facing Yankee aggression. 1

am deeply impressed by the upsurge of

Chincse industry and glad of the strong
ties between Africans and Chinese.

DADOUNE MOHAMED

Laghotmt, Algeria

Reliable Information

I am really impressed to read articles

about suciallst construction in China. I

find it more impressive because the

development Df China in the wurld will

help the young national states to safe.

guard their sovereignty and their tcrri.

torial integrity. China is our fraternal

country. From China we get real infor-

mation concerning the world revolu—

tionary movement and world Cammunist

movement.

Mr. Chou En-lai's visit to Tanzania has

opened our eyes in so many ways.

JAMES J. M YONGO

Nairobi, Kenya

Sewage Treatment

“Sewage as a Source of Production Ina

creases" made me appreciate what I

never believed before. for the employ—
ment of treated sewage in agricultural
schemes is somehow quite new to me

in this part of the globe. This will

undoubtedly show the world that china

is working very hard with eminent

scientists to see that nothing is wasted.

HASTINGS J. UKARA

Lagos, Nigeria




